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ABSTRACT
Ions and neutrals in the weakly ionized plasma of an accretion disc are tightly bound because
of the high ion–neutral collision frequency. A cluster of a statistically large number of ions and
neutrals behaves as a fluid element having the charge of the ions and the mass of the neutrals.
This fluid element is effectively a metaparticle having such an extremely small charge-to-mass
ratio that its cyclotron frequency can be of the order of the Kepler angular frequency. In this
case, metaparticles with a critical charge-to-mass ratio can have zero canonical angular mo-
mentum. Zero canonical angular momentum metaparticles experience no centrifugal force and
spiral inwards towards the central body. Accumulation of these inward spiralling metaparticles
near the central body produces radially and axially outward electric fields. The axially outward
electric field drives an out-of-plane poloidal electric current along arched poloidal flux sur-
faces in the highly ionized volume outside the disc. This out-of-plane current and its associated
magnetic field produce forces that drive bidirectional astrophysical jets flowing normal to and
away from the disc. The poloidal electric current circuit removes angular momentum from
the accreting mass and deposits this removed angular momentum at near infinite radius in the
disc plane. The disc region is an electric power source (E · J < 0) while the jet region is an
electric power sink (E · J > 0).

Key words: accretion, accretion discs.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Accretion of mass towards a central object (star or black hole)
occurs over a great range of scales, densities, temperatures, mag-
netic fields, composition, and ionization (Papaloizou & Lin 1995;
Hartmann 2009). This great range suggests that a simple, highly
scalable mechanism causes accretion. Accretion is observed to oc-
cur in the form of thin axisymmetric discs so the process can be
characterized using a cylindrical coordinate system {r, φ, z}.

The accretion process must remove angular momentum mr2φ̇ of
the accreting material for this material to penetrate to small r. This
cannot be explained by classical mechanics because L = mr2φ̇ is a
conserved quantity in classical mechanics so the azimuthal kinetic
energy L2/(2mr2) of the accreting material would become infinite as
r → 0. Attempts to explain angular momentum removal by simple
viscosity fail because classic viscosity is far too small. Previous
models for accretion and angular momentum transport invoke the
ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations so that the accreting
material is assumed to be a perfectly conducting fluid satisfying the
ideal MHD Ohm’s law

E + U × B = 0. (1)
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When equation (1) is combined with Faraday’s law, the resulting
induction equation states that magnetic flux is frozen into the fluid
centre of mass.

Steady-state axisymmetric MHD models where an inward ac-
cretion flow interacts with a dipole-like poloidal magnetic field
fail however because the azimuthal component of equation (1) is
Eφ + UzBr − UrBz = 0. Accretion corresponds to Ur < 0 in the
z = 0 plane, Faraday’s law imposes Eφ = 0, while flow symme-
try requires Uz = 0 in the z = 0 plane so no terms balance the
UrBz term associated with an accreting flow (negative Ur). Much
effort has gone into developing turbulent (i.e. non-axisymmetric)
ideal MHD mechanisms such as the magnetorotational instability
(MRI; Hawley, Gammie & Balbus 1995; Stone et al. 1996; Sano
et al. 2000; Balbus 2003) that would transport angular momentum
outwards and so remove the angular momentum of accreting mate-
rial. The MRI was developed primarily in the context of accretion
discs surrounding new-born stars; these protoplanetary discs are the
progenitors of planets. The MRI was first presented as a linear insta-
bility derived analytically in a rotating frame using MHD equations
written in this rotating frame while further development was done
numerically by typically working in a Cartesian geometry corre-
sponding to a small segment of the rotating frame (shearing box).
However, these turbulent mechanisms are complicated and it is not
obvious how they would scale over a wide range of parameters.
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While the model presented here is intrinsically different from the
MRI, it addresses the same question of how angular momentum can
be transported outwards in a protoplanetary disc. The substantial
previous work on the MRI has analysed various physical aspects
of protoplanetary discs so as to determine relevant approximations
of governing equations. We take advantage of some of this previ-
ous analysis to justify certain approximations made in the present
model. Nominal physical properties have been presented in Balbus
& Terquem (2001). Protoplanetary discs are thin, very weakly ion-
ized, quite cold, have inner radii of a few au, outer radii of 10–100
au and an accretion rate of 10−9–10−7 M� yr−1. Their magnetic
fields are presumed to be of the order of milligauss or higher. For
these parameters, the ion–neutral collision frequency ν in is much
greater than the Kepler frequency ωK =

√
MG/r3, where M is the

star mass and r is the radial distance from the star; thus, ions are
locked to the neutrals which are assumed to be rotating at approx-
imately the Kepler frequency. The ion–neutral collision frequency
also greatly exceeds the ion cyclotron frequency ωci so that ions can
move across magnetic flux surfaces. However, the electron–neutral
collision frequency νen is much smaller than the electron cyclotron
frequency ωce so that electrons are frozen to magnetic flux surfaces.
This corresponds to the limit ωci/ν in � 1 � ωce/νen as discussed
in section 5 of Wardle (1999). This ωce/νen �1 regime is summa-
rized in fig. 2 of Sano & Stone (2002a) which shows that the Hall
term in the generalized Ohm’s law greatly exceeds the resistive term
for protoplanetary disc parameters. Hall term modifications to the
MRI turbulence model have been considered by Balbus & Terquem
(2001), Sano & Stone (2002a,b), Salmeron & Wardle (2008), Kunz
(2008), Bai (2011, 2014a,b, 2015), Kunz & Lesur (2013), Lesur,
Kunz & Fromang (2014) and O’Keeffe & Downes (2014). The Hall
term has also been taken into account in a numerical calculation
of a circumstellar disc by Tsukamoto et al. (2015) who found that
when the Hall term was included, gravitational collapse would oc-
cur only when the rotational velocity and magnetic field directions
are antiparallel.

Gammie (1996) pointed out that because the source of ionization
is outside a protoplanetary disc and because the density of the
neutral gas in the disc is very high, the ionization is stratified such
that higher ionization exists near the disc surface and dead zones
exist around z = 0.

Observations show that bidirectional jets accompany accretion
and the driving force for these jets is presumed to be described
by MHD. Swirling of the jets has been proposed as a means for
removing disc angular momentum (Blandford & Payne 1982) but
the jets are not observed to have the requisite high angular velocities.

Equation (1) is not a fundamental equation of physics because
a substantial number of assumptions must be invoked to derive
equation (1). In particular, the derivation of equation (1) involves
assuming that Hall currents are negligible. Hall currents may be
neglected if the characteristic frequency of the phenomenon un-
der consideration is much less than the ion cyclotron frequency
(p. 23 of Freidberg 1987).

The author earlier proposed a non-MHD model (Bellan 2007,
2008a) wherein charged dust grains with a critical charge-to-mass
ratio had collisionless trajectories intermediate between Keplerian
and cyclotron. This critical charge-to-mass ratio was such that the
dust cyclotron frequency was of the order of the Kepler angular
frequency. These dust grains would spiral towards the central object
with their mechanical angular momentum (i.e. mr2φ̇) removed by
a magnetic braking mechanism. Direct numerical integration of the
equation of motion showed the viability of this mechanism, but
exacting requirements on dust density, dust charge-to-mass ratio,

and collision mean free path suggested that the mechanism might
work only in very specific situations. We present here a substantially
revised model that overcomes these shortcomings and should apply
to realistic accretion discs composed of dense, weakly ionized gas.
Because of its simplicity, the revised model should scale to the great
range of parameters associated with accretion. Since readers from
the astrophysical disc community may be unfamiliar with certain
concepts used in this paper, those concepts not commonly used in
astrophysics will be explained in considerable detail. The model
will be presented using three equivalent points of view, namely
single-particle Lorentz equation, single-particle Hamiltonian, and
multifluid. Each of these points of view provides complementary
insights and the fact that the model can be presented using all these
various points of view demonstrates that the model is robust and
not an artefact of any one of these points of view.

The essential point of this paper, an integrated model for accretion
and astrophysical jets, results by combining the following concepts:

(i) The fundamental conserved quantity in an axisymmetric sys-
tem having electric and magnetic fields is not the angular momen-
tum, but instead a different and more generalized quantity called
the canonical angular momentum.

(ii) Particles having similar mass exchange momentum via colli-
sions much faster than particles having very different masses so ions
in a weakly ionized plasma efficiently share their momentum with
neutrals but have negligible momentum exchange with electrons.

(iii) Because ions in a weakly ionized plasma are strongly bound
to the neutrals via collisions, the ions and neutrals can be considered
as effectively attached to each other.

Concepts (ii) and (iii) show that the plasma is in a Hall regime,
a conclusion which is in agreement with Wardle (1999), Balbus
& Terquem (2001), Sano & Stone (2002a,b), Salmeron & Wardle
(2008), Kunz (2008), Pandey & Wardle (2008), Konigl (2010), Bai
(2011, 2014a,b, 2015), Kunz & Lesur (2013), Lesur et al. (2014) and
O’Keeffe & Downes (2014) but the analysis of how the plasma be-
haves in this regime differs completely because of concept (i) which
was not taken into account in these previous papers. In contrast to
the previous papers which were based on the MRI, a turbulent in-
stability, here the behaviour is not turbulent and instead depends
on a dynamo mechanism resulting from basic considerations of the
trajectories of charged particles in the combination of gravitational
and electromagnetic fields.

This paper is organized as follows: conservation of canonical an-
gular momentum is introduced in Section 2 in the simplest possible
context, namely the Lorentz equation with a uniform magnetic field,
and it is shown that particles with zero canonical angular momen-
tum in general have inward spiralling trajectories and so behave
qualitatively different from particles having the more familiar Ke-
pler or cyclotron orbits. Section 3 shows in a non-rigorous way that
the combination of ions and neutrals in a collisional weakly ionized
plasma act like a hypothetical collisionless ‘metaparticle’ having a
charge-to-mass ratio orders of magnitude smaller than that of an ion.
Section 4 reviews relevant properties of axisymmetric electromag-
netic fields and expresses these fields in terms of flux functions. Us-
ing the flux functions of Section 4, Section 5 rigorously re-derives
the concept of canonical angular momentum conservation intro-
duced in Section 2, applies this concept to the metaparticles, and
shows that metaparticles with zero canonical angular momentum
have a collisionless inward spiral trajectory. Section 6 considers a
two-fluid point of view where one fluid is composed of collisionally
bound ions and neutrals while the other fluid consists of neutral-
izing electrons. Section 6 shows that the Hall term omitted from
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equation (1) becomes critically important as the degree of ioniza-
tion becomes very small. Section 6 further shows that conservation
of canonical angular momentum also pertains to the fluid point of
view as do the inward spiral trajectories revealed in the single-
particle equations; the metaparticles of Sections 2 and 5 become
the fluid element of Section 6. Section 7 develops fluid equations
for torque and angular momentum flux and shows that while the
fluid equations conserve global angular momentum, local sources
or sinks of angular momentum may exist and these correspond to
the magnetic forces discussed in Sections 2, 5 and 6. Section 8
gives an overview of the topology and operation of a laboratory
astrophysical jet experiment at Caltech and shows how this topol-
ogy can be combined with the analysis of the previous sections to
construct an integrated, global model for an astrophysical disc-and-
jet configuration. Section 9 presents order-of-magnitude estimates
which show that this model predicts credible quantitative values
for the various relevant parameters. Section 10 briefly discusses the
charged particle motion responsible for the poloidal magnetic field
assumed in the previous sections. Section 11 provides a short sum-
mary. Appendix A provides a minor extension to the discussion in
Section 2 while Appendix B derives the ion–neutral and electron
fluid equations used in Section 6; this derivation results from taking
moments of the collisional Vlasov equation.

2 A N G U L A R M O M E N T U M , C A N O N I C A L
A N G U L A R M O M E N T U M A N D I N WA R D
SPIRAL ORBITS

Using cylindrical coordinates {r, φ, z}, we consider the motion of a
particle with mass m and charge q in the plane z = 0 where (i) at the
origin r = 0, z = 0 there is a large mass M providing a gravitational
force and (ii) there is also a magnetic field B = Br r̂ + Bφφ̂ + Bzẑ.

This magnetic field is such that in the z = 0 plane Bz is finite and
uniform while Br = Bφ = 0. It must be noted that having Br = Bφ = 0
in the z = 0 plane does not exclude the possibility that Br and Bφ are
finite outside of the z = 0 plane. The finite magnetic field component
Bz in the z = 0 plane is assumed to be constant and uniform, i.e. in
the z = 0 plane ∂Bz/∂r = ∂Bz/∂φ = 0.

The particle equation of motion is

m
dv

dt
= q (E + v × B) − mMG

r2
r̂ . (2)

Because of axisymmetry, there cannot be any electrostatic azimuthal
electric field and because Bz is assumed steady, there cannot be
any inductive azimuthal electric field. Thus, there is no azimuthal
electric field, i.e. Eφ = 0. Because the particle is assumed to stay
in the z = 0 plane, Ez = 0 and vz = 0. The r and φ components of
equation (2) in the z = 0 plane are

m
(
r̈ − rφ̇2

) = qEr + qrφ̇Bz − mMG

r2
(3a)

m
(
2ṙ φ̇ + rφ̈

) = −qṙBz. (3b)

We consider the following two cases: (i) q = 0 and (ii) q �= 0
by examining the properties of the relevant effective potential. The
pertinent effective potential and the results of the direct numerical
integration of equation (2) are shown for various subcases in Fig. 1,
and the discussion of the effective potentials will cite this figure.
Fig. 1 uses normalized coordinates where length is normalized to
the initial radius of the particle and time is normalized to the Kepler
angular frequency at the starting radius.

Figure 1. Effective potential χ and x–y plane particle trajectories for var-
ious configurations. The total kinetic plus potential energy is shown as a
horizontal dashed line on the effective potential plots. Trajectory is ob-
tained from direct numerical integration of equation (2) with parameters
shown to the left of each plot. All trajectories start with x̄ = 1, ȳ = 0 and
v̄y = dȳ/dτ = 1 but the starting values of v̄x = dx̄/dτ differ and are indi-
cated. The trajectory plots also contain a unit radius reference circle shown
by a dashed line.
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2.1 Case (i): neutral particle

If the particle is neutral, so q = 0, then equations (3a) and (3b)
reduce to

r̈ − rφ̇2 = −MG

r2
(4a)

1

r

d

dt

(
mr2φ̇

) = 0. (4b)

Equation (4b) gives the classic result that mr2φ̇ = L = const.,
where L is the angular momentum. Solving for φ̇ gives φ̇ = L/mr2

so equation (4a) becomes

r̈ = L2

m2r3
− MG

r2
, (5)

where the term L2/m2r3 is the centrifugal force. Equation (5) has a
constant r solution (circular orbit) when the centrifugal force and the
gravitational force balance each other. Equation (5) can equivalently
be expressed as

r̈ = −∂χ

∂r
, (6)

where χ is an effective potential given by

χ = L2

2m2r2
− MG

r
(7)

and χ has a minimum at r = L2/(m2MG). At this minimum, the
circular orbits satisfy

φ̇2 = MG

r3
. (8)

This circular-orbit solution thus has an angular velocity φ̇ = ±ωK,
where ωK is the Kepler angular velocity

ωK =
√

MG

r3
. (9)

These circular Kepler orbits are stable because χ (r) is at a min-
imum at r = L2/(m2MG), i.e. ∂χ/∂r = 0 and ∂2χ/∂r2 > 0 at
r = L2/(m2MG). Fig. 1(a) shows the circular Kepler orbit of a neu-
tral particle starting with velocity vy = √

MG/r0 and vx = 0; the
energy of this particle is located at the bottom of the effective poten-
tial and so it cannot bounce in the effective potential well. Fig. 1(b)
has in addition finite vx with vx = 0.5

√
MG/r0 while Fig. 1(c) has

vx = −0.5
√

MG/r0 and is seen that as is well known, the orbits
become elliptical and can be considered as the particles bouncing
back and forth in the effective potential wells because their total
energy (kinetic plus potential) exceeds the well minimum.

2.2 Case (ii): charged particle

If q is finite, then the right-hand side of equation (3b) must be
retained. Let us multiply this equation by the integrating factor r to
obtain

m
(
2rṙφ̇ + r2φ̈

) = −qrṙBz (10)

which can be expressed as

d

dt

(
mr2φ̇ + 1

2
qr2Bz

)
= 0. (11)

Integration gives

Pφ = mr2φ̇ + 1

2
qr2Bz = const., (12)

where Pφ is called the canonical angular momentum and differs
from the angular momentum because of the second term qr2Bz/2.
We now define ψ to be the magnetic flux linked by a circle of radius
r so ψ = Bzπr2. The canonical angular momentum can thus also
be expressed as

Pφ = L + qψ

2π
= const. (13)

Since ψ depends on position, it is seen that in contrast to
case (i), L is no longer a constant of the motion and a charged
particle does not make a circular Kepler orbit. Charged particles
make more complicated orbits that must be investigated in detail;
such an investigation has been presented in Bellan (2007) and in
Bellan (2016). We re-arrange equation (3a) as

r̈ = q

m
Er + rφ̇

(
φ̇ + ωc

) − MG

r2
, (14)

where ωc = qBz/m is the cyclotron frequency, solve equation (12)
for φ̇ to obtain

φ̇ = Pφ

mr2
− ωc

2
, (15)

and substitute for φ̇ in equation (14) to obtain

r̈ = q

m
Er + r

((
Pφ

mr2

)2

− ω2
c

4

)
− MG

r2
. (16)

A situation of special interest is where Pφ = 0 in which case
equation (15) gives

φ̇ = −ωc

2
(17)

and equation (16) reduces to

r̈ = q

m
Er − rω2

c

4
− MG

r2
(18)

which has the remarkable feature that there is no centrifugal force as
existed in equation (5). The orbital motion will thus be very different
from Keplerian. The last two terms in equation (18) both correspond
to radially inward forces and so unless qEr/m is particularly strong
and outwards, there will be a net inward force and the particle will
fall radially inwards to the origin while having an angular velocity
given by equation (17).

The electric field Er will be determined by the actual detailed
charge distribution. We shall argue that if Er starts from zero, it
will build up as inward spiralling particles accumulate near r = 0
and develop a space charge that repels further inward spiralling
particles. Thus, we anticipate that the space charge electric field
will build up until it is so large as to make the right-hand side of
equation (18) vanish.

It has often been assumed in accretion disc models that the ideal
Ohm’s law equation (1) applies and that the velocity is the Kepler
velocity, i.e. U = ωKrφ̂ in which case equation (1) fixes the electric
field to be

EKepler = −U × B = −
√

MG

r
φ̂ × Bzẑ = −

√
MG

r
Bzr̂, (19)

where the superscript Kepler has been used to differentiate this
presumption for the electric field from other possibilities. Because
equation (19) is such a widely used assumption, we explore the
implications of having EKepler for the situation where Pφ = 0. We
first allow Pφ to be arbitrary and then afterwards set Pφ to zero.
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Also, to allow for the possibility of an electric field different from
EKepler, we assume the electric field is radial and given by

Er = −β

√
MG

r
Bz, (20)

where β is the normalization to the Kepler electric field defined in
equation (19) so β = 1 corresponds to having the Kepler electric
field while β = 0 would correspond to no electric field.

Let us assume that a particle starts at a radius r = r0 with initial
velocity φ̇ = φ̇0 and ṙ = ṙ0. Furthermore, we define the Kepler
angular frequency at r0 to be

ωK0 =
√

MG

r3
0

(21)

and define the normalized radius and normalized time

r̄ = r

r0
(22a)

τ = ωK0t . (22b)

Since Pφ = const., we may evaluate Pφ when the particle
starts so Pφ/(mr2

0 ) = φ̇0 + ωc/2. On substituting for Er and Pφ in
equation (16) and then dividing by r0ω

2
K0 the normalized equation

of motion becomes

d2r̄

dτ 2
=
(

φ̇0

ωK0r̄3
− β

r̄1/2

)
ωc

ωK0

+
(

1

r̄3

(
φ̇0

ωK0

)2

− 1

r̄2

)

+
(

1

r̄3
− r̄

)
ω2

c

4ω2
K0

. (23)

Let us now choose φ̇0 = ωK0 as traditionally assumed for an
accretion disc and define the normalized cyclotron frequency ω̄c =
ωc/ωK0 so equation (23) reduces to

d2r̄

dτ 2
=
(

1

r̄3
− β

r̄1/2

)
ω̄c + 1

r̄3
− 1

r̄2
+
(

1

r̄3
− r̄

)
ω̄2

c

4
. (24)

If the particle is neutral then the terms involving ω̄c vanish and
the usual Kepler radial equation is recovered. Equation (24) can be
expressed in terms of a force associated with an effective potential

d2r̄

dτ 2
= −∂χ

∂r̄
, (25)

where the effective potential χ is

χ (r̄) =
(

1

2r̄2
+ 2βr̄1/2

)
ω̄c + 1

2r̄2
− 1

r̄
+
(

1

2r̄2
+ r̄2

2

)
ω̄2

c

4
.

(26)

If β = 1 so that the electric field is a Kepler electric field, all
terms on the right-hand side of equation (24) vanish when r̄ = 1,

so one might be tempted to conclude that the situation of a particle
starting with the initial condition r̄ = 1 and φ̇ = ωK0 results in a
stable equilibrium, i.e. the particle undergoes circular Kepler orbits
forever at r̄ = 1 as was shown in Figs 1(a)–(c) for a neutral particle.
However, this is not true if Pφ = 0, because the equilibrium is not
stable when Pφ = 0.

Using Pφ = 0 and φ̇0 = ωK0, equation (12) gives ω̄c = −2 so
equation (26) reduces to

χ (r̄) = −4βr̄1/2 − 1

r̄
+ r̄2

2
. (27)

Taylor expansion of χ about r̄ = 1 gives

χ (r̄) = −4β − 1

2
+ (1 − β)

[
2 (r̄ − 1) − 1

2
(r̄ − 1)2

]

+ 1

4
( 4 − β)(r̄ − 1)3, (28)

which depends very sensitively on β. If β = 1 exactly, then both the
first and second derivatives of χ vanish at r̄ = 1 so χ ∼ (r̄ − 1)3

in which case χ has no local minimum at r̄ = 1 and so there is
no restoring force to push the particle back to r̄ = 1 if it is slightly
displaced from r̄ = 1. This situation is fundamentally different from
the neutral particle situation seen in Figs 1(a)–(c) where χ was at a
local minimum at r̄ = 1 and there was a restoring force to push the
particle back to r̄ = 1 if it deviated from r̄ = 1.

Specifically, if β = 1 and the particle is at r̄ = 1 + δ, then χ

increases if δ > 0 corresponding to a force pushing towards smaller
r̄ , and yet if δ < 0, there is still a force pushing the particle towards
smaller r̄ . The plot of equation (27) in Figs 1(d)–(f) shows that r̄ = 1
is just a local flat spot of χ and that elsewhere χ is monotonically
increasing with r̄ . If the particle has any finite positive or negative
initial ṙ , it will move away from r̄ = 1. If ṙ > 0, the particle moves
to a larger r̄ (i.e. moves uphill) until all its kinetic energy is converted
into potential energy at which point the particle reflects and then falls
all the way down the χ (r̄) potential to r̄ = 0. If the particle has an
initial negative ṙ , it will immediately fall all the way down to r̄ = 0.
Thus, if there is the slightest amount of ellipticity to the Kepler orbit
(i.e. slightest finite ṙ), a particle with ω̄c = −2 will spiral all the
way down to the origin. Because no real orbit is perfectly circular
to all orders, no real orbit would be stable and so a particle with
ω̄c = −2 would always spiral down to the origin. Equivalently, if
the plasma temperature differs from being exactly zero or if there
are occasional collisions, particles will have some finite ṙ and so
will fall down to the origin if they have Pφ = 0.

This instability of the Pφ = 0 particle in a Kepler electric field
is shown in Figs 1(d)–(h). Fig. 1(f) has φ̇ = ωK0 and ṙ = 0 with
β = 1 and the particle makes a circular orbit. However, if anything
is changed slightly, the particle falls to r = 0. This is because the
effective potential is flat, not a minimum, at r̄ = 1 for Pφ = 0 and
β = 1 so it is as if the particle is sitting on a ledge from which it
can easily fall off if given the slightest push.

Fig. 1(d) shows an example of a Pφ = 0 particle having an initial
positive radial velocity (here vx > 0) and in an electric field EKepler

(i.e. β = 1) moving to a larger radius, reflecting, and then spiralling
all the way down to the origin; the third from bottom figure on the
right-hand side of fig. 1 of Bellan (2007) shows the same type of
situation. Fig. 1(e) shows an example where a particle in a Kepler
electric field has an initial negative radial velocity and immediately
falls down the effective potential towards r = 0. Only if both ṙ = 0
exactly and β = 1 exactly does the particle make a circular orbit.

If Pφ = 0 and β < 1, then χ (r̄) as given by equation (27) is a
monotonically increasing function of r̄ so there is always a net radial
inward force at all r̄; i.e. the flat spot disappears when β < 1. Thus,
a Pφ = 0 particle in a field with β < 1 will fall in towards r = 0 while
maintaining angular velocity φ̇ = −ωc/2. At small r̄ the 1/r̄ term
in χ (r̄) as given by equation (27) is dominant which corresponds to
the particle simply spiralling in with its radial inward acceleration
given by gravity. In summary, if β = 1 and the electric field is
Keplerian, a Pφ = 0 particle will only maintain circular motion if it
has exactly zero initial radial velocity; if it has the slightest initial
radial velocity either inwards or outwards, the particle will spiral
in to r = 0. If β < 1, a Pφ = 0 particle will always spiral in. This
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is demonstrated by Figs 1(g)–(i) which have β = 0.9, β = 0.5 and
β = 0, respectively, with ṙ = 0.

Appendix A shows that it is not only Pφ = 0 particles that have
unstable circular orbits when β = 1. While not of direct relevance
to the main theme of this paper, Appendix A shows that particles
with 0 < Pφ/(mr2

0 ωK0) ≤ 3/4 also have unstable circular orbits
when β = 1. Unlike Pφ = 0 particles, the finite Pφ particles in
the range 0 < Pφ/(mr2

0 ωK0) ≤ 3/4 do not spiral in to the origin
when perturbed from their circular orbits but instead bounce back
and forth between a finite inner and a finite outer radius.

This inward spiral trajectory of Pφ = 0 particles occurs because of
the cancellation of centrifugal force that would otherwise strongly
repel the particle away from r = 0. Fig. 1(j) shows that when Pφ �= 0
(i.e. ω̄c �= −2) the particle makes circular orbits that do not change
significantly from circular if ṙ is finite. Additional demonstration
that Pφ �= 0 particles have circular orbits is shown in fig. 1 of Bellan
(2007) for a wide range of ω̄c, where ω̄c �= −2.

The analysis in this section was done in the context of a colli-
sionless particle governed by equation (2) and the Pφ = 0 situation
required ω̄c =ωc/ωK0 = −2. At this point, one might conclude that
these results are not relevant to real accretion discs because (i) real
accretion discs are very weakly ionized and highly collisional so the
collisionless equation (2) would not apply and (ii) electron and ion
cyclotron frequencies are typically many orders larger than Kepler
frequencies so it would be impossible to have ωc/ωK0 = −2. In
the next sections of this paper, we show that high collisionality and
extremely weak ionization combine in such a way that certain disc
fluid elements in a real accretion disc will behave like collisionless
particles with ωc/ωK0 = −2 so these fluid elements will spiral in
towards the origin and thereby create a space-charge radial electric
field. Also, because of the extremely weak ionization, equation (1)
will be replaced by the resistive Hall Ohm’s law so that the electric
field no longer has to satisfy equation (1), i.e. no longer has to be
given by equation (19). This reduction in the electric field strength
will be shown in Section 9 to be equivalent to the situation where the
voltage on the terminals of a finite internal resistance battery drops
from its open-circuit value when the battery is connected to a load.
Section 9 also shows that the balance between blackbody radiation
and ohmic dissipation in the internal resistance cause this resistive
voltage drop to arrange itself so that β = 1/2. The assumption that
Bφ = 0 in the z = 0 plane does not preclude the possibility that
∂Bφ/∂z is finite in the z = 0 plane. It will be assumed that Bφ is an
odd function of z implying a radial electric current flows in the z = 0
plane since Jr ∼ −∂Bφ/∂z; this radial current will be constituted
by the inward spiralling Pφ = 0 particles.

3 C O L L I S I O NA L B I N D I N G O F I O N S
A N D N E U T R A L S

In this section, we will show in a semiquantitative manner how
weak ionization and collisions can combine to reduce the effective
cyclotron frequency to be of the order of the Kepler frequency; a
more precise argument will be given in later sections using Vlasov
and fluid theories.

Consider the small volume of weakly ionized highly collisional
gas sketched in Fig. 2. This volume has Ni singly charged ions of
mass mi and Nn neutrals of mass mn and will be called a clump. Sup-
pose an electromagnetic force F imparts a momentum increment
F�t = mi�vi in a time �t to each ion in the clump so the ions in
the clump together gain momentum Nimi�vi. Because of the high

Figure 2. Clump has Nn neutrals and Ni ions with Nn � Ni. The thermal
velocities vT of the neutrals and ions are shown as small arrows next to
the ions and neutrals. These thermal velocities are random relative to the
centre-of-mass velocity vc of the clump and |vc| � vT.

rate of collisions with neutrals, this momentum gained by the ions
is quickly shared with the neutrals in the clump so very quickly

(Nimi + Nnmi) �vc = Nimi�vi, (29)

where vc (heavy arrow in Fig. 2) is the mean velocity of all the
ions and neutrals in a clump. If a hypothetical metaparticle having
mass m̃ = Nimi + Nnmn and charge q̃ = Nie were in the same
electromagnetic field, the momentum increment of the metaparticle
would be

Ni F�t = (Nimi + Nnmn) �vmeta. (30)

Comparison of equations (29) and (30) shows that �vmeta = �vc

so the clump responds to the electromagnetic force with a velocity
increment as if it were the metaparticle. The electromagnetic force is
on the ions, but because the ions are firmly bound to the neutrals via
collisions and there are many more neutrals than ions, the effective
inertia of the clump is essentially that of the neutrals in the clump.

Metaparticle motion will be determined by

dvc

dt
= q̃

m̃
(E + vc × B) − MG

R2
R̂, (31)

i.e. the equation of motion of a hypothetical collisionless particle
with mass m̃ and charge q̃, where

q̃

m̃
= ni

nimi + nnmn
e. (32)

Let us define the ion mass fraction

α = nimi

nimi + nnmn
= nimi

ρ
, (33)

where ρ is the mass density. Thus, equation (32) can be written as

q̃

m̃
= α

e

mi
(34)

showing that the charge-to-mass ratio of the metaparticle is α times
lower than that of a single ion. If mi = mn, then α is the degree of
ionization while if mn is some small multiple of mi (e.g. the neutrals
are molecules), then α will differ from the degree of ionization by
a factor of order unity.
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4406 P. M. Bellan

Assuming weak ionization, and mi = mn the condition for the
Kepler frequency to be of the order of the clump cyclotron frequency
is

ni

nn
=
√

MG/r3

eB/mi
= 2 × 10−8

√
M

M�(
B

1 mg

) (
r

1 au

)3/2
, (35)

so the clump cyclotron frequency could be of the order of the Kepler
frequency for a plausible ionization fraction and plausible magnetic
field strength. In this case, it would be wrong to omit the Hall
term from Ohm’s law because the assumption that the characteristic
frequency of the phenomena is small compared to the ion cyclotron
frequency would be violated.

Furthermore, the high rate of collisions between ions and neutrals
means that ions never manage to complete a cyclotron orbit and so
are not individually flux conserving. Since it is the sum of the flux
conservation properties of individual particles that provides the flux
conservation of the entire plasma, at first sight it would seem that
a weakly ionized plasma with highly collisional ions would not
conserve magnetic flux. However, being effectively collisionless
the metaparticles do complete their very slow cyclotron orbits, and
so to the extent that a phenomenon is slower than the metaparticle
cyclotron frequency, magnetic flux would be conserved. This is
consistent with the conclusions reached by Pandey & Wardle (2008).

4 R ELEVANT PROPERTIES
O F A X I S Y M M E T R I C E L E C T RO M AG N E T I C
FIELDS

Any axisymmetric magnetic field can be decomposed into a poloidal
component

Bpol = 1

2π
∇ψ × ∇φ = ∇ ×

(
ψ

2π
∇φ

)
= ∇ ×

(
ψ

2πr
φ̂

)
(36)

and a toroidal component

Btor = μ0I

2π
∇φ (37)

so

B = Bpol + Btor. (38)

Here,

∇φ = φ̂

r
(39)

and

ψ(r, z, t) =
∫ r

0
Bz(r

′, z, t)2πr ′dr ′ (40)

is the poloidal flux enclosed by a circle of radius r at axial position
z while

I (r, z, t) =
∫ r

0
Jz(r

′, z, t)2πr ′dr ′ (41)

is the electric current enclosed by a circle of radius r at axial position
z. The three components of the magnetic field are

Br = − 1

2πr

∂ψ

∂z
(42)

Bφ = μ0I

2πr
(43)

Bz = 1

2πr

∂ψ

∂r
. (44)

It is seen from equation (36) that

rAφ = 1

2π
ψ, (45)

where Aφ(r, z, t) is the azimuthal vector potential. The azimuthal
electric field is thus

Eφ(r, z, t) = − 1

2πr

∂ψ

∂t
. (46)

Equation (43) satisfies the integral form of Ampere’s law, namely
2πrBφ = μ0I while equation (46) satisfies the integral form of
Faraday’s law, namely 2πrEφ = −∂ψ/∂t . From Ampere’s law,
the toroidal current is given as

Jφ = μ−1
0 φ̂ · ∇ × Bpol = − r

2πμ0
∇ ·

(
1

r2
∇ψ

)
(47)

showing that the source of positive Jφ is near where ψ has a maxi-
mum and the source of negative Jφ is near where ψ has a minimum.
The poloidal current results from the curl of the toroidal magnetic
field and is

Jpol = 1

2π
∇I × ∇φ (48)

showing that the poloidal current I(r, z, t) acts as the stream-function
for Jpol just as the poloidal flux ψ(r, z, t) acts as the stream-function
for Bpol.

5 SI N G L E - PA RT I C L E H A M I LTO N I A N
POI NT O F V I EW

The discussion in Section 2.2 presented the essential concept that
charged particles with Pφ = 0 do not have Kepler or cyclotron or-
bits and instead have a special orbit consisting of a radially inward
spiral, but this discussion was restricted to the very simple situation
of a uniform magnetic field in the z-direction. Section 3 showed that
in a weakly ionized plasma where the ions and neutrals are strongly
coupled via collisions, the combination of ions and neutrals be-
haves as a hypothetical metaparticle having the charge-to-mass ratio
q̃/m̃ given by equation (34).

The Lagrangian–Hamiltonian method (Goldstein 1950; Landau
& Lifshits 1960; Schmidt 1979; Bellan 2008b) exploits the con-
sequences of symmetries to provide a deeper insight into particle
trajectories than does the equation of motion. The Lagrangian–
Hamiltonian method shows that the integrability of the φ component
of the equation of motion is the result of a fundamental principle
and not a consequence that a fortuitous integrating factor enables
equation (3b) to become equation (11).

The Lagrangian for a particle of mass m and charge q in an ax-
isymmetric electromagnetic field and gravitational and electrostatic
potentials is (Bellan 2007, 2008a)

L = 1

2
mv2 + qv · A(r, z, t) + mMG√

r2 + z2
+ qV (r, z, t). (49)

For canonical coordinates {Qi}, Lagrangian theory (Goldstein
1950; Landau & Lifshits 1960) defines canonical momenta as

Pi = ∂L
∂Q̇i

(50)

and Lagrange’s equations give

dPi

dt
= ∂L

∂Qi
. (51)
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Equation (51) has the important consequence that dPi/dt = 0 if L
is independent of Qi. Taking φ to be the canonical coordinate of
interest gives

Pφ = ∂L
∂φ̇

(52)

as the canonical angular momentum. Since the gravitational and
electromagnetic fields are independent of φ (axisymmetry), L is
independent of φ so Pφ is a constant of the motion. Noting that
v · A includes the term rφ̇Aφ , it is seen that

Pφ = ∂L

∂φ̇
= mr2φ̇ + qrAφ = mr2φ̇ + q

2π
ψ(r, z, t) = const.

(53)

This shows that charged particle motion is fundamentally different
from neutral particle motion. A neutral particle has mr2φ̇ =const.
whereas a charged particle has mr2φ̇ + qψ(r, z, t)/ (2π) = const.
The traditional concept that angular momentum mr2φ̇ is conserved
is therefore false when particles are charged because it is mr2φ̇ +
qψ(r, z, t)/ (2π) that is instead conserved. Furthermore, equation
(53) has the meaning that when q/m → ∞, particles are constrained
to stay nearly on a surface of constant ψ(r, z, t) whereas when
q/m → 0, particles have constant mr2φ. The former limit is the
basis of particle confinement in fusion devices such as tokamaks
while the latter situation is the basis of Kepler orbits. If Pφ = 0,
then the motion is neither particle confinement on a flux surface nor
a Kepler orbit.

Equation (53) can be solved for φ̇ to obtain

φ̇ = 1

mr2

(
Pφ − q

2π
ψ(r, z, t)

)
. (54)

The associated Hamiltonian is then

H = 1

2
m
(
v2

r + v2
z

) + χ (r, z, t), (55)

where the effective potential χ (r, z, t) is (Bellan 2008a)

χ (r, z, t) = 1

2mr2

[
Pφ − q

2π
ψ(r, z, t)

]2

− mMG√
r2 + z2

+ qV (r, z, t). (56)

If the particle is neutral so q = 0, then χ → L2/
(
2mr2

) −
mMG/

√
r2 + z2, which is the effective potential that results in

Kepler orbits. However, if q �= 0, then the particle motion differs
from a Kepler orbit.

In Bellan (2007, 2008a), it was noted that particles having Pφ = 0
have the effective potential

χ (r, z, t) = q2

8π2mr2
[ψ(r, z, t)]2 − mMG√

r2 + z2
+ qV (r, z, t).

(57)

For r � a, where a is the radius of the toroidal current producing
the poloidal magnetic field, Bz is approximately independent of r
so equation (40) gives ψ(r, z, t) � Bz(0, z, t)πr2 in which case

χ (r, z, t) = q2

8m
[Bz(0, z, t)]2 r2 − mMG√

r2 + z2
+ qV (r, z, t). (58)

The radial force is given by Fr = −∂χ/∂r and is negative if
−q∂V /∂r is not too large and positive. Thus, a particle with Pφ = 0
will spiral in towards r = 0if qEr is not too large and positive. The
motion is spiral because Pφ = 0 implies

mr2φ̇ = − q

2π
ψ(r, z, t), (59)

and using ψ � Bz(0, z, t)πr2 for small r this gives the azimuthal
velocity of the inward spiralling particle at small r to be

φ̇ � − q

2m
Bz(0, z, t) (60)

as was shown in Section 2.2. Since the motion depends only on the
charge-to-mass ratio, one could use equations (49)–(60) to describe
the motion of a metaparticle with charge-to-mass ratio q̃/m̃ as given
by equation (32).

Closer examination of equation (57) shows that a particle with
Pφ = 0 will fall down to r = 0, z = 0 no matter what its initial
value of r, z, ṙ or ż. This is because χ has a local peak in r, z

space at approximately where ψ peaks while χ → 0 at infinity and
χ → −∞ as r, z → 0. Particles always make their way to r = 0,
z = 0 as this is the point of lowest potential energy and there are no
potential barriers such as the centrifugal force potential to prevent
the particles from falling to r = 0, z = 0.

6 FL U I D E QUAT I O N P O I N T O F V I E W

6.1 Ion–neutral and electron fluid equations and relation
to MHD equation of motion and Hall Ohm’s law

Appendix B calculates the respective first moments of the collisional
Vlasov equations for ions, neutrals and electrons and gives the sum
of the resulting ion and neutral first moments as

ρ

(
∂U
∂t

+ U · ∇U
)

= nieE + nieui × B

+ ρg − ∇ (Pi + Pn) − neeη J, (61)

and the electron first moment as

0 = −neeE − neeue × B − ∇Pe + neeη J . (62)

Here, ui is the mean ion velocity, ue is the mean electron velocity,
U is the centre-of-mass velocity, ρ is the mass density, g is the
gravitational acceleration, η is the electrical resistivity and Pe, i, n

are pressures defined using random velocities relative to U . The
electron mass is dropped except in the definition of electron pres-
sure. Assuming quasi-neutrality, the summation of equations (61)
and (62) results in the standard MHD equation of motion,

ρ

(
∂U
∂t

+ U · ∇U
)

= J × B − ∇P + ρg, (63)

where P = Pi + Pe + Pn. It should be noted that the electric field E
cancels when equations (61) and (62) are added so there is no electric
field in equation (63); this means that detailed considerations that
affect the value of the electric field do not change the form of equa-
tion (63). The ion–neutral equation of motion given by equation (61)
is what would result if equation (62) were subtracted from equation
(63). The summation of equation (61) and (62) additionally causes
cancellation of the terms involving η J ; this cancellation results be-
cause the momentum lost by electrons on colliding with ions and
neutrals is precisely the momentum the ions and neutrals gain from
such collisions. Because ions and neutrals collide rapidly with each
other ui � U as discussed in Section 3. Using

J = nee(U − ue), (64)

it is seen that

ue = U − J
nee

(65)
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so equation (62) can be re-arranged as

E + U × B − J
nee

× B + 1

nee
∇Pe = η J, (66)

which is the generalized Ohm’s law (e.g. see equations 2– 12 on page
21 of Spitzer 1956). The −J × B (nee) term is called the Hall term.
If the Hall, ∇Pe and η J terms are neglected, equation (66) reduces to
equation (1) which then gives the result that magnetic flux is frozen
into the centre-of-mass frame of the plasma. However, if the Hall
term is important, then magnetic flux is no longer frozen into the
centre of mass of the plasma. Dropping the Hall term corresponds
to assuming that ue � U , i.e. assuming that the difference between
electron and ion velocities is much less than the ion velocity. If
the ions can move across magnetic field lines whereas the electrons
cannot, assuming that the electrons and ions move nearly together is
not correct. Equivalently, dropping the Hall term corresponds to as-
suming that the characteristic frequency of interest is much smaller
than the ion cyclotron frequency. This can be seen in an order-of-
magnitude manner by substituting J × B � ρ dU/dt for the Hall
term in equation (66) so that this term becomes (−ρ/nee) dU/dt

and comparing the magnitude of this term to the U × B term. In
a fully ionized plasma, ρ = nimi so the comparison between the
two terms is (mi/e) dU/dt compared to U × B; the ratio of these
two terms is ω/ωci, where ωci = eB/mi is the ion cyclotron fre-
quency and ω is the characteristic frequency of the phenomenon.
However, if the plasma is weakly ionized, then ρ = nimi/α, and
so the comparison becomes (mi/ (eα)) dU/dt compared to U × B
and now the ratio of the terms becomes ω/(αωci). The effective ion
cyclotron frequency is now α times lower than ωci and so if α is
sufficiently small, the effective cyclotron frequency can be of the
order of the Kepler frequency. Thus, if α � 1, the Hall term must be
retained (as also noted by Pandey & Wardle 2008) and the plasma
centre of mass can move across magnetic flux surfaces.

When the Hall term is important, the behaviour of Ohm’s law
differs substantively from that of equation (1); it is not just a matter
of adding another term and finding a slight modification. For given
Kepler velocity U and magnetic field B, the structure of equation
(1) forces E to have the specific value given by equation (19). This
fixing of E by U does not occur when the generalized Ohm’s law is
used. To see this, it is convenient to express the generalized Ohm’s
law in the form given by equation (62). Using η = meνen/(nee2) and
equation (64), it is seen that equation (62) can be re-arranged to be

νenue + ue × eB
me

= − e

me
E − ∇Pe

mene
+ νenU, (67)

which shows that E, U and n−1
e ∇Pe can be considered as the

independent variables and ue as the variable to be determined by
equation (67). We define

κ = νen

eBz/me
(68)

and note that because of symmetry and the assumption that the
magnetic field is constant in time, Eφ = 0 and ∂Pe/∂φ = 0. The r
and φ components of equation (67) are then

κuer + ueφ = − Er

Bz

− 1

neeBz

∂Pe

∂r
+ κUr (69a)

κueφ − uer = κUφ, (69b)

which can be solved for uer and ueφ to give

uer = − κ

κ2 + 1

(
Er

Bz
− κUr + Uφ

+ 1
neeBz

∂Pe
∂r

)
(70a)

ueφ = − 1

κ2 + 1

(
Er

Bz
− κUr − κ2Uφ

+ 1
neeBz

∂Pe
∂r

)
. (70b)

We assume that |κ| � 1 which corresponds to the electrons be-
ing able to complete several cyclotron orbits between collisions as
discussed in section 5 of Wardle (1999) and as shown in fig. 2 of
Sano & Stone (2002a); this assumption will be further justified in
Section 9. We also assume that Uφ and Ur are of the order of the Ke-
pler velocity and that the electron pressure gradient can be ignored
compared to the other terms. With these assumptions equations (70)
become

uer � −κ

(
Er

Bz

+ Uφ

)
(71a)

ueφ � −
(

Er

Bz

− κUr

)
. (71b)

Equations (71)(a,b) constitute the solution of the Hall Ohm’s law
and show that unlike equation (1) which fixes E to have the value
given in equation (19), here E is an independent variable. If Er/Bz

is less than or of the order of Uφ , then it is seen that uer/Uφ is of the
order of κwhich corresponds to electrons being frozen to poloidal
flux surfaces to the extent that κ � 1. More precise estimates of uer

and ueφ will be given in Section 9.

6.2 Ion–neutral fluid equation canonical angular momentum

Collisions of the locked-together ions and neutrals with electrons
has negligible effect on the centre-of-mass motion of the ions and
neutrals and this motion is essentially the same as the centre-of-
mass motion of the entire plasma. Thus, we may omit the resistivity
from equation (61) to obtain

ρ

(
∂U
∂t

+ U · ∇U
)

= nieE + nieui × B

+ ρg − ∇ (Pi + Pn) . (72)

Equation (72) can be written using equation (33) and ui � U as

ρ

(
∂U
∂t

+ U · ∇U
)

= ρα

mi
eE + ρα

mi
eU × B

+ ρg − ∇ (Pi + Pn) . (73)

In a weakly ionized plasma, i.e. a plasma where ni � nn, α is very
small, e.g. in the range 10−13–10−8 for accretion discs (Pandey &
Wardle 2008). Thus, equation (73) can be considered as a fluid
equation for positively charged metaparticles having the charge-to-
mass ratio of αe/mi, i.e. the charge-to-mass ratio given in equation
(32). The cyclotron frequency of these metaparticles would thus be
α times smaller than the ion cyclotron frequency and so could be of
the order of the Kepler frequency.

To demonstrate that canonical angular momentum conservation
appears in the context of equation (73), we first note that

(U · ∇U)r = Ur

∂Ur

∂r
+ Uφ

r

∂Ur

∂φ
+ Uz

∂Ur

∂z
− U 2

φ

r
(74a)

(U · ∇U)φ = Ur

∂Uφ

∂r
+ Uφ

r

∂Uφ

∂φ
+ Uz

∂Uφ

∂z
+ UφUr

r
(74b)

(U · ∇U)z = Ur

∂Uz

∂r
+ Uφ

r

∂Uz

∂φ
+ Uz

∂Uz

∂z
. (74c)
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Consider the φ component of equation (73), namely

ρ

( ∂Uφ

∂t
+ Ur

∂Uφ

∂r

+ Uz
∂Uφ

∂z
+ UφUr

r

)
= −ρα

mi

e

2πr

(
∂ψ

∂t
+ Uz

∂ψ

∂z

+ Ur
∂ψ

∂r

)
, (75)

where Eφ has been expressed using equation (46), Br, Bz have been
expressed using equations (42) and (44), and it has been noted that
axisymmetry means that g and ∇(Pi + Pn) have no φ components.
Since

dψ

∂t
= ∂ψ

∂t
+ Uz

∂ψ

∂z
+ Ur

∂ψ

∂r
, (76)

where

d

dt
= ∂

∂t
+ Uz

∂

∂z
+ Ur

∂

∂r
= ∂

∂t
+ U · ∇, (77)

we may write equation (75) as

∂Uφ

∂t
+ Ur

∂Uφ

∂r
+ Uz

∂Uφ

∂z
+ UφUr

r
= −αe

mi

1

2πr

dψ

∂t
. (78)

Note that

1

r

d

dt

(
rUφ

) = ∂Uφ

∂t
+ Ur

∂Uφ

∂r
+ Uz

∂Uφ

∂z
+ UφUr

r
(79)

so on multiplying by r, equation (78) becomes

d

dt

(
rUφ + αeψ

2πmi

)
= 0, (80)

which can be integrated to give

Pφ

mi
= rUφ + αe

2πmi
ψ(r, z, t) = const., (81)

which is the same as equation (53). Because equation (80) involves
the convective derivative d/dt = ∂/∂t + U · ∇, equation (81) has
the meaning that Pφ/mi is constant as measured by an observer
moving with the centre-of-mass velocity U , i.e. Pφ/mi is constant
for a fluid element. This confirms the methodology used in Section 2
and shows that the clump of Section 2 is a fluid element, i.e. a
volume of the fluid moving with the velocity U . Thus, the ion–
neutral fluid can be considered to be composed of metaparticle fluid
elements with charge-to-mass ratio α times smaller than that of an
ion. The metaparticle fluid elements execute cyclotron orbits at αωci

with associated guiding centre drifts. It is this metaparticle motion
that provides flux conservation for phenomena having characteristic
frequencies slower than the metaparticle cyclotron frequency.

The radial component of equation (72) is

ρ

( ∂Ur

∂t
+ Ur

∂Ur

∂r

+ Uz
∂Ur

∂z
− U2

φ

r

)
= nieEr + nie

(
UφBz − UzBφ

)

+ ρ
∂

∂r

(
MG√
r2 + z2

)

− ∂

∂r
(Pi + Pn) . (82)

For simplicity, let us confine attention to the z = 0 plane and assume
that Uz = 0 from symmetry, pressure is negligible, and Ur is small
so terms non-linear in Ur can be neglected. With these simplifying
assumptions, equation (82) reduces to

ρ
∂Ur

∂t
= nieEr + nieUφBz + ρ

U 2
φ

r
− ρMG

r2
. (83)

We may solve equation (81) for Uφ to obtain

Uφ = 1

mir

(
Pφ − αeψ(r, z, t)

2π

)
. (84)

If Pφ = 0, this reduces to Uφ = −αeψ(r, z, t)/ (2πmir), and since
ψ = Bzπr2 for small r this gives

Uφ = − eBz

mi

αr

2
. (85)

Substituting for Uφ in equation (83) gives

ρ
∂Ur

∂t
= nieEr − ρ

(αωci)
2 r

4
− ρMG

r2
, (86)

which is analogous to equation (16) in Section 2.2 with Pφ = 0,
and shows that the centrifugal force U 2

φ/r has been cancelled by
magnetic forces. The Pφ = 0 metaparticle consisting of collisionally
coupled ions and neutrals has a net radial inward force and so will
fall towards r = 0 while having finite Uφ . Since the metaparticle
is the same as a fluid element, Pφ = 0 fluid elements consisting
of collisionally coupled ions and neutrals will spiral in towards the
central object. Equation (85) shows that these inward spiralling fluid
elements (equivalent to previously described metaparticles) have a
sense of rotation opposite that of the magnetic field direction; this
is consistent with the observation by Tsukamoto et al. (2015) in
their numerical calculation that when Hall physics is taken into
account, gravitational collapse only occurs when the rotation sense
and magnetic field direction are anti-aligned.

The inward spiralling ions and neutrals carry positive charge so
as time goes on there will be an accumulation of positive charge
near the central object. This accumulation will produce a radial
outward electric field Er in the z = 0 plane that will counteract the
gravitational force and so retard the radial inward motion. If there
is no mechanism for removing the positive charge, the charge will
build up until the outward force from Er balances the gravitational
force; this happens when

Er = ρ

nie

(
(αωci)

2 r

4
+ MG

r2

)
. (87)

Using αωci = −2φ̇, φ̇ =
√

MG/r3, and ρ/(nie) = mi/(αe) the
open-circuit electric field is given by

Er = mi

αe

(
2MG

r2

)
= − 1

φ̇

(
MG

r2

)
B = EKepler

r . (88)

Similarly, a pressure Pi + Pn would build up at small r that
would also oppose the inflow. This accumulation of positive charge
near r = 0 could be removed if a conducting path external to the
z = 0 plane existed and provided a conduit for electrons to arrive
and neutralize the positive charge. The source for these neutralizing
electrons would have to be the electrons left behind when the Pφ = 0
metaparticles spiralled in towards r = 0. The out-of-plane conductor
would have to originate from the region of left-behind electrons.
One can envision an insulated wire that goes from near r = 0 in
the z = 0 plane, loops up out of the z = 0 plane, and then back
down to the z = 0 plane at large r where the left-behind electrons
are located. The electrons would flow along this wire to neutralize
the positive charge at r = 0. Section 8 will discuss how such a
‘wire’ can be embodied, but first Section 7 will provide certain
useful mathematical relationships that will govern such a ‘wire’.
When such a wire is in place, the electric field will be partially
‘shorted out’ in which case the electric field will be reduced from
the open-circuit electric field Eopen

r ; this reduction will be discussed
in Section 9.
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4410 P. M. Bellan

7 TO R QU E A N D C A N O N I C A L A N G U L A R
M O M E N T U M

The relationship between canonical angular momentum, angular
momentum, and torque will now be examined. The angular mo-
mentum of a particle of species σ is

mσ r2φ̇σ = Pφσ − qσ

2π
ψ(r, z, t). (89)

Because Pφσ = const., the time derivative of equation (89) gives for
each particle

d

dt
(mσ r2φ̇) = − qσ

2π

(
∂ψ

∂t
+ ∂ψ

∂r
vr + ∂ψ

∂z
vz

)

= − qσ

2π

∂ψ

∂t
− qσ r (Bzvr − Brvz) , (90)

where equations (44) and (42) have been used and d/dt = ∂/∂t +
v · ∇ is the time derivative as seen by an observer moving with a
particle. We multiply equation (90) by nσ and sum over species to
obtain∑

σ

(
d

dt

(
nσ mσ ruσφ

) − mσ ruσφ

dnσ

dt

)
= − r (BzJr − BrJz) .

(91)

Note that (i) in summing over the vr, vz of the particles, the random
velocity sums to zero so, for example, the sum of all the vr r̂ + vzẑ

of a species gives the mean velocity uσ of that species, (ii) summing
nσ qσ uσ gives the current density J and (iii) summing nσ qσ ∂ψ/∂t

gives zero because of quasi-neutrality.
From equations (39), (42), (44) and (48), it is seen that

−r (BzJr − BrJz) = 1

4π2r

(
∂ψ

∂r

∂I

∂z
− ∂I

∂r

∂ψ

∂z

)

= 1

4π2
∇ · (I∇ψ × ∇φ) . (92)

Using the single species continuity equation equation (B15),
equation (91) becomes⎛
⎜⎝

∂
∂t

(
ρrUφ

)
+∑

σ uσ · ∇ (
nσ mσ ruσφ

)
+ ∑

σ rmσ uσφnσ ∇ · uσ

⎞
⎟⎠ = 1

4π2
∇ · (I∇ψ × ∇φ) (93)

or

∂

∂t

(
ρrUφ

) +
∑

σ

∇ · (uσ rmσ uσφnσ

)

= 1

4π2
∇ · (I∇ψ × ∇φ). (94)

If we ignore electron mass and invoke the assumption that collisions
cause the ions and neutrals to have the same velocity U , then∑

σ

(
uσ rmσ uσφnσ

) = UUφr
∑

σ

mσ nσ = ρrUφU (95)

so equation (94) becomes

∂

∂t

(
ρrUφ

) + ∇ · (ρrUφU
) = 1

4π2
∇ · (I∇ψ × ∇φ). (96)

The quantity ρrUφ is the angular momentum density and ρrUφU is
the angular momentum flux. If the right-hand side of equation (96)
were zero, this equation would be a conservation equation for an-
gular momentum density. The fact that the right-hand side of this
equation can be finite implies that angular momentum is not neces-
sarily conserved at any given location.

We next show that equation (96) is consistent with equation (63),
the MHD equation of motion. Using equation (74b) the φ compo-
nent of equation (63) is

ρ

(
∂Uφ

∂t
+ Ur

∂Uφ

∂r
+ Uz

∂Uφ

∂z
+ UφUr

r

)
= JzBr − JrBz.

(97)

Multiplying by r, this becomes

ρ

(
∂

∂t
+ Ur

∂

∂r
+ Uz

∂

∂z

)
(rUφ) = r(JzBr − JrBz). (98)

Adding rUφ times equation (B16), the MHD continuity equation,
and using equation (92) gives(

∂
∂t+U · ∇

)
(ρrUφ) + ρrUφ∇ · U = 1

4π2
∇ · (I∇ψ × ∇φ)

(99)

and re-arranging gives equation (96) thereby establishing that equa-
tion (89) is consistent with the MHD equation of motion. Integrating
equation (96) over the entire volume for which I is finite, so I is zero
on the surface of this volume, shows that∫

ρrUφd3r = const. (100)

The right-hand side of equation (96) is a torque because it produces
a change in angular momentum. The fact that this torque can be
expressed as a divergence means that the torque associated with
the magnetic force conserves angular momentum over the entire
volume for which I is finite but not locally, because locally this term
can act as a source or sink for angular momentum. Thus, equation
(96) shows that angular momentum is not locally conserved while
equation (100) shows that angular momentum is globally conserved.
In other words, local torques can exist but the sum of all these local
torques over the entire volume for which I is finite must vanish.

8 R E L AT I O N TO C A LT E C H A S T RO P H Y S I C A L
J E T E X P E R I M E N T A N D TO M H D
J E T SI M U L AT I O N S

We now construct an integrated model for accretion and jets by
combining the results of Sections 2–7 with insights obtained from
a Caltech astrophysical jet laboratory experiment (Hsu & Bellan
2002; You, Yun & Bellan 2005; Kumar & Bellan 2009). Fig. 3
sketches the laboratory experiment showing that it consists of the
following:

(i) a copper disc in the z = 0 plane,
(ii) a coplanar copper annulus surrounding the disc and separated

by a small gap,
(iii) a below-disc coil (not shown) with a toroidal current that

produces a poloidal field linking the disc and the annulus (a typical
poloidal flux surface is indicated),

(iv) eight holes in the disc and eight holes in the annulus; these
holes supply gas via fast transient valves (the holes are not shown
in Fig. 3 for reasons of clarity),

(v) a power supply that applies a voltage across the gap to drive
a poloidal electrical current shown by the arrows in Fig. 3.

The sequence of operation is as follows: first, the poloidal field
linking the disc to the annulus is established by having a toroidal
electric current flow in the coil beneath the disc. This is done on
a relatively slow time-scale (5 ms) so the poloidal magnetic field
produced by the coil can soak into the copper disc and copper
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Jets & accretion angular momentum transport 4411

Figure 3. Layout of Caltech astrophysical jet experiment. A coil (not
shown) located below the gap between disc and annulus has a toroidal
current that creates the poloidal magnetic field shown by semicircles in the
positive z region. Gas is injected through holes (not shown) in the disc and
the annulus.

Figure 4. Eight arched magnetic flux tubes trace out shape of initial poloidal
field sketched in Fig. 3. The spider legs go from eight gas holes in the disc
to eight gas holes in the annulus. This stage is very transient.

annulus. The fast gas valves then inject on an approximately 1 ms
time-scale a small amount of neutral gas from the eight holes in
the disc and the eight holes in the annulus. High voltage is then
applied across the gap between the disc and the annulus to break
down the neutral gas and form an initial plasma consisting of eight
arched, plasma-filled flux tubes linking the eight holes in the disc
to eight corresponding holes in the annulus as shown by the photo
in Fig. 4. These arched, plasma-filled flux tubes are called ‘spider
legs’ because of their shape.

After the spider legs have formed, the configuration evolves as
shown in Fig. 5. The inner parts of the spider legs attract each other
(4.5–6.5 μs frames) because they have parallel electric currents. At
the same time, the major radius of the spider legs increases because
of the pressure of the toroidal field associated with the poloidal

Figure 5. Time development of jet (figure from You et al. 2005).

current flowing along the spider legs (or equivalently because of
the JrBφ force); this is essentially the ‘magnetic tower’ mechanism
of Lynden-Bell (2003) where the toroidal field pressure inflates
poloidal flux surfaces since JrBφ = −(2μ0)−1∂/∂z

(
B2

φ

)
provides

an axial force pointing from regions of large B2
φ to regions of small

B2
φ. The inner spider legs merge to form a stalk which lengthens

as a result of the gradient in toroidal field. This lengthening stalk
constitutes the jet as shown in Fig. 5 (6.5–9.5 μs). At late times the
jet undergoes a kink instability (10–10.5 μs); this kinking and its
consequences have been discussed in Hsu & Bellan (2002) and in
Moser & Bellan (2012) and will not be discussed here.

The jet behaviour shown in Fig. 5 has been studied in detail
and found to be in good agreement with the predictions of ideal
MHD. In particular, a high-resolution ideal MHD numerical code
originally designed to model astrophysical jets provides a good
quantitative description of the Caltech jet experiment including jet
radius, position, velocity, acceleration, collimation, pressure, den-
sity, magnetic field and current (Zhai et al. 2014). However, the ideal
MHD equations were not capable of modelling the z < 0 ‘engine’
region consisting of electrodes, power supply, gas injection and
coil. A localized artificial source term for the curl of equation (1)
(induction equation) had to be introduced in what was effectively
the z < 0 region to represent the engine region. We argue here that
this inability of equation (1) to model the z < 0 laboratory hardware
is not because the laboratory hardware fails to correspond to a real
astrophysical jet but rather because equation (1) is fundamentally
incapable of modelling the engine region of the jet.

We claim that real bidirectional astrophysical jets and their as-
sociated accretion disc can be considered equivalent to the Caltech
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4412 P. M. Bellan

Figure 6. Dense weakly ionized gas inside dotted line ellipse. Positively
charged clumps with zero canonical angular momentum spiral in towards
the origin and accumulate there providing a net positive charge that drives
currents away from the z-axis. These currents drive astrophysical jets away
from the z-axis and flow back to large radius along poloidal flux surfaces.
The inward current Jr is carried by diffuse plasma in regions r � a. On the
z = 0 plane the magnetic torque −JrBz removes positive angular momentum
where JrBz > 0 and deposits positive angular momentum where JrBz < 0.
The radial current on the z = 0 plane is always the same sign, but Bz reverses
direction on passing r = a.

jet if the Caltech jet setup sketched in Fig. 3 is reflected about the
z = 0 plane in such a way that I(r, −z, t) =−I(r, z, t) and ψ(r,
−z, t) = ψ(r, z, t) and, in addition, the Hall term is retained in a
thin layer at the z = 0 plane but not in the volume external to this
thin layer. Accreting matter plays the role of the injected gas in the
Caltech experiment while the gravitationally powered inward fall
of positive, collisionally coupled ion/neutral fluid elements (clumps
with Pφ = 0) plays the role of the experiment power supply in
Fig. 3. The poloidal current directions are reversed from the Cal-
tech experiment; this polarity reversal does not affect the dynamics
because magnetic forces scale as the square of the currents, e.g.
JrBφ = −(2μ0)−1∂/∂z

(
B2

φ

)
where Bφ is given by equation (43).

This copy of the Caltech jet configuration and its suitably reflected
mirror is shown in Fig. 6. Here, Bφ , Br and Jz are antisymmetric
with respect to z, while Bz, Jr and Jφ are symmetric with respect to
zin accordance with ψ(r, z, t) being symmetric with respect to z and
I(r, z, t) being antisymmetric with respect to z. These symmetries
both drive bidirectional astrophysical jets and conform to the field
orientations of the Caltech plasma jet experiment. The experimental
volume of the lab experiment corresponds to the |z| > 0 region of
Fig. 6 while the external hardware and circuitry of the experiment
(gas valves, disc, annulus, power supply, coil) corresponds to a thin
planar region at z = 0. The leftward horizontal current at z = 0 in
Fig. 6 corresponds to the current flow in the cables from the power
supply in the Caltech experiment (see Fig. 3). Thus, the Caltech
experiment power supply is replaced by a dynamo that drives current
in the z = 0 plane. The gas source in the Caltech experiment (inner
set of eight holes) is replaced by inward accreting material.

The current in Fig. 6 can be modelled as

μ0I = λψ(r, z, t) tanh
( z

w

)
, (101)

where λ is a constant and w is the width of the thin layer at z = 0.
This prescription provides the assumed z-antisymmetry of I while
concentrating the change in I polarity to the thin layer centred
about the z = 0 plane. Surfaces of constant I(r, z, t) are parallel
to surfaces of constant ψ(r, z, t) for |z| � w, but orthogonal for
|z| < w. This choice of symmetries produces radial magnetic forces
∼JφBz − JzBφ symmetric with respect to z and axial magnetic
forces JrBφ − JφBr antisymmetric with respect to z(recall that Jr,
Jφ and Bz are symmetric with respect to z, while Jz, Br and Bφ are
antisymmetric with respect to z). Near the z-axis, the radial magnetic
forces are inwards towards the z = 0 axis (i.e. pinching) while the
axial magnetic forces point away from the z = 0 plane (i.e. point in
the direction to drive the bidirectional jets). As discussed in Kumar
& Bellan (2009) and in Zhai et al. (2014), radial pinching produces
higher on-axis pressures near z = 0 than away from z = 0. The on-
axis pressure is an even function of z and is maximum at small |z|.
The force resulting from this antisymmetric axial pressure gradient
accelerates the bidirectional jets away from the z = 0 plane. This
on-axis pressure gradient force is of the same order as and works
in tandem with the off-axis magnetic axial force (see pp. 334–338
of Bellan 2008b). The on-axis pressure gradient force is required
because the axial magnetic force JrBφ − JφBr vanishes on the z-axis
as all of Jr, Bφ , Jφ and Br are zero on the z-axis.

We choose a ψ polarity so that Bz is negative at small r and
positive at large r as shown in Fig. 6. This choice means that ψ

is negative everywhere and has an absolute minimum at the radial
location where Bz reverses sign, i.e. at the black circle in Fig. 6.
This radius at which ψ is an absolute minimum will be denoted a.
Because ψ is negative everywhere, equation (59) shows that Pφ = 0
clumps have positive angular momentum m̃r2φ̇ everywhere.

In the z = 0 plane, BrJz = 0 and Uz = 0 since Br, Jz and Uz are
antisymmetric with respect to z. At radii larger than the jet radius
there are no sources or sinks of fluid in the Uz plane so ∂Uz/∂z = 0
in the Uz plane at radii larger than the jet radius (the jet radius is
close to r = 0 and much smaller than a).

Since ∂ψ/∂z = 0 in the z = 0 plane, equation (101) gives(
∂I

∂z

)
z=0

= λ

μ0w
ψ(r, 0, t), (102)

and so in the z = 0 plane and away from the bidirectional jets (which
is a region where ∂Uz/∂z �= 0), equation (96) becomes

∂

∂t

(
ρrUφ

) + 1

r

∂

∂r

(
ρr2UrUφ

) = 1

8π2r

λ

μ0w

∂ψ2

∂r
. (103)

Setting λ to be negative gives negative ∂ψ2/∂r for r < a and
positive for r > a (recall a is the radius of the location of the black
circle in Fig. 6). Because ψ is negative, this means I is positive for
z > 0 and negative for z < 0 consistent with the electric current
directions in Fig. 6. The right-hand side of equation (103) acts as
a sink for positive angular momentum for r < a and a source for
r > a. Angular momentum will thus be transferred via the electric
circuit from r < a to r > a. This shows that any angular momentum
removed by the −rBzJr torque from mass at r < a is transferred
to mass at r > a. Because angular momentum scales as ρrUφ ,
only a tiny increment in Uφ at large r is required to absorb the
angular momentum removed at small r. Very little energy is thus
required to transport angular momentum from the r < a region to the
r > a region.
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Jets & accretion angular momentum transport 4413

We note that the right-hand side of equation (96) can be expressed
as

1

4π2
∇ · (I∇ψ × ∇φ) = 1

4π2
∇φ · ∇I × ∇ψ (104)

so sourcing or sinking of angular momentum depends on the angle
between ∇I and ∇ψ . Away from the z= 0 plane, the poloidal current
nearly follows the poloidal flux surfaces so ∇I × ∇ψ � 0. However,
in the z = 0 plane ∇I × ∇ψ �= 0 since here the contours of constant
I are horizontal whereas the contours of constant ψ are vertical. In
the |z| � w region, the current accelerates the jet but does not exert
a torque. In the |z| � w region, this same current transports angular
momentum from small r to large r because the direction of ∇I is the
same for all r, but the direction of ∇ψ reverses on going from small
to large r. Even though minimal torques are involved in the |z| � w

regions, these regions are necessary for the angular momentum
transport in the |z| < w region because they provide a means to
complete the circuit for the current. The insulated ‘wire’ proposed
at the end of Section 6 is constituted by the poloidal flux surfaces
(i.e. constant ψ(r, z, t) surfaces) in the |z| > w regions because in
these regions charged particles are constrained to move on constant
poloidal flux surfaces. Upon merging and becoming axisymmetric
the spider legs in Fig. 4 correspond to this current-carrying poloidal
‘wire’.

The equivalent of the power supply in the lab experiment is
the accumulation of the inward spiralling Pφ = 0 ion/neutral fluid
elements (clumps) at small r. This inward spiralling tends to cause
accumulation of net positive charge at small r in the mid-plane
(+++ signs in Fig. 6) and neutralizing electrons left behind will
cause accumulation of net negative charge at large r in the mid-plane
(−− − signs in Fig. 6). The positive charge concentration at small r
produces axially outward electric fields that will drive axial electric
currents perpendicular to the z = 0 plane at small r. These electric
currents flow along the arched poloidal flux surfaces to return at
large r to the location of the excess electrons in the mid-plane
(recall that charged particles are constrained to move on constant
ψ(r, z, t) surfaces in the |z| > w region). The current is clockwise in
the z > 0 region and counterclockwise in the z < 0 region (see the
arrows in Fig. 6). Electron flow is opposite to the current direction
because electrons are negative. Once all the Pφ = 0 clumps have
spiralled inwards, slower collision processes will create new Pφ = 0
clumps. Thus, if the Pφ = 0 clumps are continuously replenished
there will be a continuous inflow, continuous electric currents, and
continuous jets. If Pφ is not exactly zero, then the clump cannot
penetrate exactly to r = 0but it only need penetrate to the radius of
the jet.

At z altitudes far above or below the accretion disc (i.e. |z| � w),
the gas is orders of magnitude more diffuse than in the disc so
the local particle collision frequency υ = σnvT becomes smaller
than the electron and ion cyclotron frequencies. Charged particles
now execute complete cyclotron orbits and ideal MHD becomes
valid. Thus, the Hall MHD region in the accretion disc constitutes
a gravity-powered dynamo that drives currents in the ideal MHD
region above and below the disc. Numerical models based on ideal
MHD will not capture the dynamo behaviour in the |z| < w region.

The ionization fraction is very small in the disc (i.e. region near
the z = 0 plane) and has values in the range 10−13–10−8 whereas the
ionization fraction is near-unity in the ideal MHD region at altitudes
well above and below z = 0. As |z| increases, α will increase from
being 10−13–10−8 to being of order unity and so there will always
be an altitude z where Pφ = 0 for an ion/neutral clump. The Pφ = 0
clump will spiral inwards with a fast radial velocity, essentially the

free-fall velocity. The degree of ionization of a clump will also likely
change with time because (i) the distance between a clump and the
source of ionization changes, (ii) something temporarily shields the
clump from the source of ionization or (iii) the source of ionization
changes. A clump may have epicyclic motion in the z-direction so
its α would oscillate, being lower as it approached z = 0 and higher
as it swung to higher z. For all these reasons, it is reasonable to
expect that clumps can have Pφ = 0 for at least some of the time.
Since a clump can never spiral outwards, the cumulative effect of
the times when a clump has Pφ = 0 and effectively spirals inwards
will simply reduce the accretion rate to be slower than the free-fall
velocity. Also, viscosity although very small is not zero, so on the
very long time-scale adjacent fluid elements will exchange angular
momentum via viscous drag; this will cause a slow variation in Pφ

of fluid elements so that they may go from having finite Pφ to having
zero Pφ .

These falling positively charged clumps constitute a radially in-
ward electric current in the z = 0 plane. This electric current is part
of a global electric circuit where the remaining part of the circuit is
comprised of the motion of electrons and ions along poloidal field
lines in the ideal MHD regions located above and below the z = 0
plane. These poloidal currents have topology identical to that of the
Caltech jet experiment and the J × B force associated with these
currents drives bidirectional astrophysical jets that flow along the
z-axis away from the z = 0 plane. The jet can be roughly considered
as resulting from an inflation of the poloidal flux surfaces by the
pressure of the toroidal field produced by the poloidal current, i.e.
the magnetic tower mechanism (Lynden-Bell 2003). The particle
source for these jets is the infalling Pφ = 0 ion/neutral clumps so
the infalling Pφ = 0 ion/neutral clumps are both the equivalent of
the power supply in the Caltech experiment (in the clump case the
power comes from gravity) and the equivalent of the gas source in
the Caltech experiment.

The Pφ = 0 situation is like having a bucket with a triangular
hole in its bottom containing triangular coins that just fit through
the hole so a coin can fall through the hole only when correctly
aligned. If the bucket is shaken, then the coins will assume arbitrary
alignments over time and at any time a few coins will be aligned
to fall through the hole. After a long time, all the coins will fall
through, i.e. all clumps will eventually experience enough Pφ = 0
intervals that they fall to the central object. Since having Pφ = 0
depends on the properties of a velocity component, the drainage
of Pφ = 0 particles from the overall volume to the vicinity of the
central object is to some extent analogous to the loss-cone of a mag-
netic mirror, a situation where leakage from the system depends on
velocity properties. A magnetic mirror has two regions of strong
magnetic field Bmax separated by a region of weak magnetic field
Bmin and particles having a certain range of velocity angles are
trapped in the weak-field region. Magnetic mirror loss-cones are
discussed in the general plasma context on pages 34–35 of Chen
(1984), in the astrophysical context on p. 25 of Kulsrud (2005), in
the magnetospheric context by Tsurutani & Lakhina (1997), and
in the solar corona context by Aschwanden (1998). In a magnetic
mirror, only particles having v2

⊥/v2 greater than the mirror ratio
Bmin /Bmax are trapped, where v⊥ denotes the velocity component
perpendicular to the magnetic field. Particles with v2

⊥/v2 less than
the mirror ratio escape and are said to be in the loss cone. Col-
lisions can alter v2

⊥/v2 (i.e. change the pitch angle) and so can
scatter a particle into the loss cone. Thus, particle leakage from
the magnetic mirror results from collisions changing the velocity
pitch angle. Similarly, over long times collisions could change Pφ

of a clump so that Pφ changes from non-zero to zero allowing the
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4414 P. M. Bellan

particle to escape from the volume and drain towards the central
object.

This accretion of clumps with Pφ = 0 in the z = 0 plane violates
equation (1) because Ur and Bz are finite whereas Uz = 0, Br = 0
and Eφ = 0 so Eφ + UzBr − UrBz �= 0. Outside the z = 0 plane
where collisions are negligible, electrons and ions are magnetized
and restricted to move along surfaces of constant ψ . In contrast, ions
in the z = 0 plane are unmagnetized and a component of the clumps;
the Pφ = 0 clumps can move across the surfaces of constant ψ . The
Pφ = 0 clump motion in the z = 0 plane constitutes an electrical
power source because gravity is forcing the radial inward clump
motion (see discussion after equation 58); the z = 0 plane can
equivalently be seen to be an electric power source because J · E
is negative in the z = 0 plane as is the situation inside a battery
that is driving a load. The jet motion outside the z = 0 plane is an
electrical power sink because the jets are being accelerated by forces
resulting from the current in this circuit; the region outside the z = 0
plane is seen to be an electric power sink (or load) because in this
region J · E is positive as is the case inside a load being driven by
a battery.

This argument is further validated from consideration of the Hall
Ohm’s law

E + U × B − J
nee

× B + 1

nee
∇Pe � 0. (105)

The electric current density is

J = nee (ui − ue) � nee (U − ue) (106)

so the azimuthal component of equation (105) becomes

Eφ + UzBr − UrBz − 1

nee
(JzBr − JrBz) � 0. (107)

In the z = 0 plane where Eφ = 0, Uz = 0, Br = 0 and Jz = 0,
equation (107) reduces to

−UrBz + 1

nie
JrBz � 0 (108)

or

Jr � neeUr (109)

so as discussed, there is a radially inward current carried by the
positive clumps and there is a radially outward electric field in the
z = 0 plane so the z = 0 plane acts like a battery that is driving the
current in the load outside of the z = 0 plane.

9 O R D E R O F M AG N I T U D E QUA N T I TAT I V E
A NA LY S I S

9.1 Overview and results

This section presents order of magnitude quantitative estimates for
various relevant parameters. These estimates are obtained by com-
bining constraints provided by disc/jet observational properties with
results from the previous sections. These considerations provide the
following constraints for a one solar mass star, i.e. M = M�:

(i) The accretion rate is Ṁ = 10−9−10−7 M� yr−1.
(ii) The jet kinetic energy density and magnetic energy density

are approximately equal at the base of the jet so the jet energy
density is ρjetU

2
jetand the jet energy flux is thus ρjetU

3
jet.

(iii) The ratio of jet mass flow to disc accretion (ejec-
tion/accretion ratio) is εm = 0.01–0.07 (Coffey, Bacciotti & Podio
2008).

Table 1. Assumed inputs for all quantitative estimates.

Nominal input parameter Symbol Value Units

Jet velocity Ujet 2 × 105 m s−1

Mass accretion rate Ṁ 10−8 M yr−1

Jet to disc power ratio εp 0.5
Mass ejection to accretion ratio εm 0.03

(iv) The nominal jet velocity is Ujet = 2 × 105 m s−1 (Coffey
et al. 2008).

(v) The electric current flowing in the disc flows along bidirec-
tional jets as in Fig. 6 and drives these jets as described in Hsu &
Bellan (2002), You et al. (2005), Kumar & Bellan (2009) and Zhai
et al. (2014).

For simplicity, it is assumed that the accreting material, ions, and
jet material are all hydrogen with mn = mi so α is the ionization
fraction. More exacting analysis would distinguish between atoms
and molecules as well as take into account masses of different
species.

We assume the following nominal values as inputs: Ujet = 2 ×
105 m s−1, Ṁ = 10−8 M� yr−1, and εm = 0.03; for reference these
input parameters are also listed in Table 1. The analysis below
calculates various quantities using these input parameters. Table 2
lists these calculated parameters and cites the equations used for
each calculation. The results are presented both in SI units and in
units commonly used in astrophysics.

9.2 Derivation of the quantitative estimates

The accretion power Pacc is the gravitational potential energy per
second released by accreting matter on coming from infinity to the
jet radius rjet and is

Pacc = MṀG

rjet
. (110)

Using item (ii) in the above list the jet power (both jets, including
kinetic and magnetic energy content) is

Pjet = 2ρjetU
3
jetπr2

jet. (111)

Defining εp to be the fraction of accretion power going into the
jets, the jet power is related to the accretion power by

2ρjetU
3
jetπr2

jet = εp
MṀG

rjet
; (112)

it will later be shown that εp = 0.5 and so this value will be used
for quantitative estimates. From item (iii) on the list of constraints,
the accretion mass flux is

2ρjetUjetπr2
jet = εmṀ (113)

where the left-hand side is the rate of mass ejection of the two jets.
Dividing equation (112) by equation (113) and solving for Ujet

gives

Ujet =
√

εp

εm

MG

rjet
. (114)

The jet axial starting position is assumed to be the same as the jet
radius. Since the escape velocity at this location is

√
2MG/rjet a

necessary requirement for the jet to launch is that εp/εm > 2 which
is well satisfied by the assumed values for εp, εm.
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Jets & accretion angular momentum transport 4415

Table 2. Calculated quantities from model in SI and cgs units, distances in au; reference is given to relevant equations used.

Nominal calculated quantity Symbol SI Value SI Units Reference Value Units

Accretion power Pacc 1.5 × 1024 W Equation (110) 1.5 × 1031 erg s−1

Jet power (both jets) Pjet 7.6 × 1023 W Equation (111) 7.6 × 1030 erg s−1

Jet radius rjet 5.6 × 1010 m Equation (115) 0.37 au
Jet mass density ρjet 4.9 × 10−15 kg m−3 Equation (116) 4.9 × 10−18 g cm−3

Jet density njet 2.9 × 1012 m−3 Equation (117) 2.9 × 106 cm−3

Disc ionization fraction α 2.9 × 10−10 Equation (128) 2.9 × 10−10

Disc electric current Idisc 1.8 × 1013 A Equation (129) 5.3 × 1022 statamperes
Nominal disc inner radius, rnom = 4rjet rnom 2.2 × 1011 m Radius at which Bφ = Bz 1.5 au
Toroidal magnetic field at rnom Bφ 7.9 × 10−6 T Equation (130) 79 milligauss
Voltage driving jets Vjet 8.6 × 1010 V Equation (132) 2.9 × 108 statvolts
Disc internal resistance Rdisc 2.4 × 10−3 ohm Equation (135) 2.7 × 10−15 s cm−1

Disc neutral density at rnom nn 6.0 × 1019 m−3 Equation (151) 6.0 × 1013 cm−3

Fractional thickness of Pφ = 0 layer εc 10−7 Equation (148) 10−7

Disc temperature at rnom T 48 K Equation (149) 48 K
Electron–neutral collision frequency νen 3.5 × 105 s−1 νen = n〈σv〉en, equation (137) 3.5 × 105 s−1

Ion–neutral collision frequency νin 1.1 × 105 s−1 Equation (153) 1.1 × 105 s−1

Electron cyclotron frequency ωce 1.4 × 106 s−1 ωce = eB/me 1.4 × 106 s−1

Ion cyclotron frequency ωci 7.6 × 102 s−1 ωci = eB/mi 7.6 × 102 s−1

Electron frozen-in condition νen/ωce 0.25 Equation (146) 0.25
Ion–neutral binding condition νin/ωci 1.5 × 102 Equation (154) 1.5 × 102

Solving equation (114) for rjet gives

rjet = εp

εm

MG

U 2
jet

. (115)

Inserting rjet and Ujet in equation (113) gives

ρjet = ε3
mṀU 3

jet

2πε2
pM

2G2
(116)

corresponding to a fully ionized jet density

njet = ρjet

mi
(117)

so as seen from Table 2 the jet is much more diffuse than the
accretion disc.

The number of particles accreting per second is Ṁ/mn and each
carries a nominal charge αe. The electric current flowing in the disc
resulting from accretion then is

Idisc = Ṁ

mn
αe; (118)

half of this current flows in each of the jets as shown in Fig. 6. If
there was no completion of the electrical circuit through the jets,
positive charge would accumulate at small radius until the open-
circuit electric field given by equation (88) would develop and
inhibit further accumulation. There would thus be a potential drop,
but no electric current. The disc has electrical resistivity because of
electron–neutral collisions and the system with no current would
look like Fig. 7(a). The distributed nature of the resistivity and of
the gravitationally produced electric field is indicated by Fig. 7(a)
having several resistors and several batteries in series. The situation
in Fig. 7(a) is electrically equivalent to the situation in Fig. 7(b)
where Vopen cct indicates the integral from the jet radius to infinity of
the electric field given in equation (88) and Rdisc is the sum of the
distributed resistances and can be considered the internal resistance
of the disc. The open-circuit voltage is the same as in (a). Fig. 7(c)
shows the circuit when the disc is connected to the bidirectional jets
as in Fig. 6. Half the disc current goes to the upper jet and half to
the lower jet. The electrical loading by each jet is represented by a
resistance Rjet.

Figure 7. (a) Open-circuit situation: disc can be considered as a chain of
batteries with each battery having an internal resistance; (b) this is equivalent
to one large battery and one large resistor; (c) disc battery and resistor
connected to bidirectional jets where each jet has an effective load resistance
Rjet.
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4416 P. M. Bellan

Because the two jets are electrically in parallel, the load resistance
presented to the accretion disc dynamo is Rload = Rjet/2. The electric
circuit in Fig. 7(c) can be expressed as

Vopen cct = I (Rdisc + Rload), (119)

which is the same as a battery having open-circuit voltage Vopencct

and internal resistance Rdisc connected to a load with resistance
Rload. The power coupled to the jets is

Pjet = I 2Rload

= Rload/Rdisc(
1 + Rload

Rdisc

)2

V 2
open cct

Rdisc
, (120)

which is at a maximum when Rload = Rdisc, the well-known
impedance matching condition. In this case I2Rdisc = I2Rload so
the power going into the jets equals the power internally dissipated
in the accretion disc. If Rload = Rdisc, then the voltage drop across
the disc internal resistance is half the open-circuit voltage and so
the electric field in the disc will be half the open-circuit electric
field given by equation (88). Thus under matched load conditions
Rload = Rdisc the electric field in the disc is

Eloaded
r = EKepler

r

2
(121)

using equation (88). This corresponds
to setting β = 1/2 in equation (20).
Fig. 1(h) shows that in this β = 1/2 situation particles with
Pφ = 0 will spiral down towards r = 0.

Since EKepler
r = −UφBz, this gives

Eloaded
r

Bz

= −Uφ

2
(122)

and so equations (71), the solution to the generalized Ohm’s law
equation (66), give

uer � −κ

2
Uφ (123a)

ueφ � Uφ

2
, (123b)

where we have used the fact that Ur is of the order of Uφ or smaller.
Since κ = νen/ωce � 1 electrons have negligible radial motion and
so are frozen to poloidal flux surfaces. Unlike the ideal Ohm’s law
equation (19) which is solved to give the radial electric field, the
solution to the generalized Ohm’s law consists of the electron fluid
velocities.

We now assume that the system operates in this maximum power
transfer mode and will justify this assumption at the end of this
section. Thus, half the accretion power is dissipated in the disc
while the remaining half goes into driving the jets. Each jet would
then absorb one quarter of the gravitational energy released by
accreting mass (accretion power).

Fig. 8 in Zhai et al. (2014) indicates that a typical jet has
|Bz| = |Bφ | at a nominal radius rnom � 4rjet; this location can be con-
sidered to be the outer extent of the jet and the inner radius of the ac-
cretion disc. The |Bz| = |Bφ | relation corresponds to the pressure of
the toroidal magnetic field being sufficiently strong to overcome the
‘field line tension’ associated with the poloidal field and so generate
a flow. This condition can equivalently be seen as the spheromak for-
mation condition μ0I > λψ , where Bφ = μ0Ijet/(2πr), ψ = Bzπr2

and λ ∼ 2/r (Bellan 2000).

From Ampere’s law and using Ijet = Idisc/2 and equation (118),
the toroidal field is

Bφ � μ0Ijet

2πr
= μ0

4πr

Ṁ

mn
αe. (124)

From equation (60), the Pφ = 0 condition implies

φ̇ = − αe

2mn
Bz (125)

while the presumption that the angular velocity of the Pφ = 0
particles is approximately Keplerian implies φ̇ �

√
MG/r3 so

Bz � −2mn

αe

√
MG

r3
. (126)

Setting |Bz| = |Bφ | at r � 4rjet gives

μ0

4πr

Ṁ

mn
αe = 2mn

αe

√
MG

r3
(127)

which can be solved for α at rnom = 4rjet using equation (115) to
give

α = mn

e

√
4πUjet

μ0Ṁ

(
εm

εp

)1/4

. (128)

Because of the 1/4 power in equation (128) equating |Bz| = |Bφ | at
a different radius than 4rjet would make negligible difference to the
value of α; for example, using 8rjet instead of 4rjet would change α

by less than 20 per cent.
Substituting for α in equation (118) gives

Idisc =
√

4πṀUjet

μ0

(
εm

εp

)1/4

. (129)

This electric current is carried by the Pφ = 0 particles which exist in
a thin layer of the disc where α is as given by equation (128). This
layer will be somewhere between the disc surface (where α = 1
since the plasma external to the disc is fully ionized) and z = 0
(vicinity of dead zone regions where α = 0 in fig.1 of Gammie
(1996). In contrast to MRI models which are adversely affected
by dead zones, the model presented here is not only unaffected by
their existence but in fact, depends on there being a stratification
of α so that α assumes all values from zero to unity in moving
vertically from z = 0 (disc mid-plane) to outside the disc (fully
ionized plasma).

At rnom = 4rjet, the toroidal magnetic field is given by
Bφ = μ0Ijet/(2π × 4rjet) = μ0Idisc/(2π × 4rjet × 2). Using equa-
tion (129) for Idisc and equation (115), this toroidal field at
rnom is

∣∣Bφ

∣∣ = U
5/2
jet

8πMG

√
πμ0Ṁ

(
εm

εp

)5/4

T. (130)

At larger radii, Bφ would fall off from this value as r−1.
Using equations (116) and (115) in equation (111), the jet power

(both jets) is

Pjet = εmṀU 2
jet (131)

and the voltage driving the two jets is

Vjet = Pjet

Idisc
. (132)

The open-circuit voltage obtained by integrating equation (88) from
infinity to the jet radius is

Vopen = −
∫ rjet

∞

2miMG

αer2
dr = 2miMG

αerjet
. (133)
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Jets & accretion angular momentum transport 4417

Because of the assumption of maximum coupling of electrical power
from the disc to the jets, the voltage driving the jets is half the open-
circuit voltage, i.e.

Vjet = miMG

αerjet
. (134)

Because the jet power is half the accretion power, the remaining
half of the accretion power must be dissipated in the accretion
disc itself, in analogy to a battery getting warm when powering a
load. This dissipation results from the frictional drag experienced
by the metaparticles colliding with electrons, i.e. from the effective
electrical resistivity. Since the power dissipated in the disc equals
the power absorbed by the jets, using equations (129) and (131)
gives

Rdisc = Pdisc

I 2
disc

= Pjet

I 2
disc

= μ0
√

εmεpUjet

4π
ohm. (135)

This resistance does not correspond to what would be calculated us-
ing a bulk resistivity integrated over the entire disc volume because
the disc current flows only in a thin disc layer for which α is given
by equation (128). In particular, the dead zones near z = 0 do not
interrupt the current because the current does not flow in the dead
zones.

A necessary condition for this model is that electrons should be
frozen into poloidal flux surfaces; this occurs if the electron cy-
clotron frequency exceeds the electron–neutral collision frequency
νen = nn〈σv〉en, i.e. if

e |Bz|
me

> nn 〈σv〉en , (136)

where the electron–neutral collision rate coefficient is (Balbus &
Terquem 2001)

〈σv〉en = 8.3 × 10−16T 1/2 m3 s−1. (137)

Since the open-circuit electric field balances the sum of the last
two terms in equation (86) and since these last two terms are equal
in magnitude for αωci = −2φ̇, the loaded electric field is equal to
one of the last two terms. The radial centre-of-mass velocity of
the Pφ = 0 fluid element in the jet-loaded disc will then be Ur �
−√

MG/r . The Pφ = 0 condition gives the toroidal ion and neutral
velocity to be Uφ = −αreBz/mi ≈ √

MG/r and it is recalled that
Bz is negative.

Because Ur � −√
MG/r the radial current density is

Jr = nieUr = −αnne
√

MG/r. (138)

We denote the thickness of the Pφ = 0 infalling layer to be εcr

where εc is to be determined. The disc current density can then be
calculated from the accretion electric current equation (118) to be

Jr = − Idisc

2πεcr2
= − Ṁαe

2πεcmnr2
. (139)

Equating the current densities given by equations (138) and (139)
gives

nn = Ṁ

2πεcmn

√
MGr3

. (140)

The load matching resulted in half the accretion power Pacc being
dissipated in the disc and half in the jets, i.e. I2Rdisc = Pacc/2. This
relation can be expressed in terms of power ohmically dissipated in
the disc and the gravitational energy liberated as

ηJ 2 = 1

2

ρMG

r2
|Ur | , (141)

where the electrical resistivity is

η = meνen

nee2
= menn 〈σv〉en

nee2
= me 〈σv〉en

αe2
. (142)

Because the azimuthal ion speed is Uφ and the azimuthal electron
speed is Uφ/2, the azimuthal current is Jφ = neeUφ/2. In contrast,
the radial ion speed is of the order of Uφ while the radial electron
speed is nearly zero. Thus, J 2

r � J 2
φ and so J 2 � J 2

r . Equation
(141) can be written using equation (142) as

me 〈σv〉eN
αe2

= 1

2

ρMG

J 2
r r2

|Ur | . (143)

Substituting for Jr using equation (138) gives

νen = nn 〈σv〉eN = 1

2

ρ |Ur |
αnnmer

= 1

2

mi |Ur |
αmer

. (144)

Thus,

κ = νenme

eBz

= 1

2

|Ur |
αωcir

(145)

However, |Ur | � √
MG/r = Uφ = r

∣∣φ̇∣∣ and
∣∣φ̇∣∣ = α |ωci| /2 for

Pφ = 0 so

κ � −1

4
(146)

noting that Bz is negative. Thus, the condition that maximum power
is coupled from the accretion disc to the jets (i.e. I2Rdisc = Pacc/2)
causes the configuration to be in the Hall regime, i.e. satisfy the
assumption that |κ| � 1.

Because this is a steady-state model, the power dissipated in the
disc must be radiated away as blackbody radiation. Consider the an-
nular disc segment of the Pφ = 0 layer between r and r + dr. The top
and bottom of this annular segment each have surface area 2πr dr

and the segment height is εcr so the segment volume is 2πεcr
2dr.

The power radiated from the segment top and bottom surfaces
is dPrad = σSBT 44πrdr , where σ SB = 5.7 × 10−8 W m−2 K−4 is
the Stefan–Boltzmann blackbody radiation coefficient. The ohmic
power dissipated in the segment volume 2πεcr

2dr is dPohmic =
ηJ 22πεcr

2dr . In equilibrium the radiated power equals the ohmic
dissipation, i.e.

2σSBT 4 = ηJ 2εcr. (147)

The radial mass flux through the layer of height εcr at radial location
r is Ṁ = ρUr × 2πr × εcr so

εc = Ṁ

ρUr2πεcr2
. (148)

Substituting for εc and ηJ2 in equation (147) using equations (148)
and (141), respectively, gives

T =
(

ṀMG

8πσSBr3

)1/4

K, (149)

which gives T = 48 K for the accretion rate in Table 1 and
r = rnom.

The Hall condition can then be used to specify a constraint on
the density since equation (146) implies nn〈σv〉en/ωce = 1/4 so

nn = ωce

4 〈σv〉en
. (150)
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4418 P. M. Bellan

Using |Bz| = |Bφ |, equations (130), (137) and (149), this becomes

nn = 1

4 × 8.3 × 10−16

(
8πσSBr3

ṀMG

)1/8

× e

me

U
5/2
jet

8πMG

√
πμ0Ṁ

(
εm

εp

)5/4

m−3. (151)

We now justify the assumption that the configuration arranges it-
self so that the jet power equals the power dissipated in the accretion
disc (i.e. εp = 0.5), the situation of maximum power transfer. Let
Teq be the disc temperature at which the power lost via by blackbody
radiation equals the ohmic power dissipated in the disc when the
load resistance Rload provided by the jets equals the disc internal
resistance Rdisc. Thus at Teq the radiated power is ṀMG/(2r) since
the ohmic power is half the accretion power. Since the radiated
power scales as T4 and since an excess of ohmic heating power over
radiated power causes disc heating,

dT

dt
∼ ṀMG

r

Rdisc

Rdisc + Rload
− ṀMG

2r

(
T

Teq

)4

= ṀMG

r

(
ξ 1/2

ξ 1/2 + 1
− 1

2
ξ 4

)
, (152)

where ξ = T/ Teq and Rdisc/Rload ∼ ξ 1/2 have been used.
Equation (152) shows that the temperature increases if ξ < 1 and
decreases if ξ > 1 showing that the temperature will equilibrate at
ξ = 1 and so tend towards the Rdisc = Rload situation.

The calculated density, temperature, and magnetic field at rnom

appear quite reasonable; Table 2 lists these as nn = 6 × 1019 m−3 =
6 × 1013 cm−3, T = 48 K and B = 7.9 × 10−2 T = 79 milligauss and
these values indeed give νen/ωce = 1/4. The ion–neutral collision
frequency is

νin = nn〈σv〉in, (153)

where 〈σv〉in = 1.9 × 10−15 m3 s−1 (Balbus & Terquem 2001)
and so for nn = 6 × 1019 m−3, the ion–neutral collision frequency
is ν in = 1.1 × 105 s−1. The ratio of ion–neutral collisions to ion
cyclotron frequency can then be expressed as

νin

ωci
= ωce

4 〈σv〉en

〈σv〉in

ωci
= 1

4

mi

me

〈σv〉in

〈σv〉en
= 103

T 1/2
(154)

so ν in/ωci � 1.5 × 102 � 1 for T = 48 K. Thus, the system is
indeed in the regime where ωci/ν in � 1 � ωce/νen, i.e. the ions are
collisionally bound to the neutrals while the electrons are frozen to
the poloidal flux surfaces.

1 0 TO RO I DA L C U R R E N T

We note from equation (36) that the poloidal magnetic field vanishes
where ∇ψ = 0, i.e. at a maximum or minimum of ψ . The location
of the black circle in Fig. 6 is where ψ is at a minimum and so
Bpol = 0 at the black circle. Because I(r, z, t) was assumed to be an
odd function of z, it is seen that Bφ = 0 at all radii in the z = 0 plane.
In particular, Bφvanishes at the black circle which thus is a magnetic
field null. There are consequently no magnetic forces at the black
circle so plasma at this location could be in a Kepler orbit. As shown
by equation (47) a toroidal current must flow at the black circle to
produce the poloidal magnetic field. This toroidal current results
from a difference between the electron and ion toroidal velocities so
the ions (and their associated collisionally coupled neutrals) could
rotate at the Kepler velocity while associated neutralizing electrons

rotate at a somewhat faster velocity to produce the required negative
toroidal current.

1 1 S U M M A RY

An axisymmetric topology has been presented consistent with ac-
cretion, jets, magnetic fields, electric circuit considerations, power
sourcing/sinking, blackbody radiation from the disc and angular
momentum transport. The integrated model shows how accretion
drives astrophysical jets while overall angular momentum is con-
served. Hall physics in the accretion disc provides an electric power
source in the accretion disc while ideal MHD physics outside the
accretion disc provides an electric power sink outside. The hetero-
geneity of the system (weakly ionized plasma in the vicinity of the
z = 0 plane, nearly fully ionized plasma away from z = 0 plane)
is crucial; the model would not work if the system were weakly
ionized everywhere or were fully ionized everywhere. This hetero-
geneity (i.e. stratification of α) is consistent with actual disc–jet
systems. The −rJrBz torque in the z = 0 plane transfers angular
momentum from small r where Bz is negative to large r where Bz

is positive; the torque transfer is done electrically, not mechani-
cally. It is like the countertorque acting on a hydroelectric gener-
ator at a dam absorbing the angular momentum of falling water
and then transmitting this via cables to a distant motor that spins
a propeller in a pond to create angular momentum in the pond.
At the hydroelectric generator, it appears as if angular momen-
tum is not being conserved and similarly it appears as if angu-
lar momentum is not being conserved at the pond, but when the
electrical transmission is taken into account it is seen that angu-
lar momentum is conserved overall; the cables between genera-
tor and motor transport not only electric power but also angular
momentum.
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A P P E N D I X A : U N S TA B L E C I R C U L A R O R B I T S
WITH β = 1 AND FINITE Pφ

Let assume β = 1 so the effective potential, equation (26), becomes

χ (r̄) =
(

1

2r̄2
+ 2r̄1/2

)
ω̄c + 1

2r̄2
− 1

r̄
+
(

1

2r̄2
+ r̄2

2

)
ω̄2

c

4
.

(A1)

The first and second derivatives of χ are

dχ

dr̄
=
(

− 1

r̄3
+ r̄−1/2

)
ω̄c − 1

r̄3
+ 1

r̄2
+
(

− 1

r̄3
+ r̄

)
ω̄2

c

4
(A2)

and

d2χ

dr̄2
=
(

3

r̄4
− 1

2
r̄−3/2

)
ω̄c + 3

r̄4
− 2

r̄3
+
(

3

r̄4
+ 1

)
ω̄2

c

4
. (A3)

Radial force balance and hence a circular orbit equilibrium corre-
sponds to dχ/dr̄ = 0 at r̄ = 1 which is satisfied by setting r̄ = 1
in equation (A2). This circular orbit is a stable equilibrium if, in
addition, the effective potential is at a local minimum (valley) at
r̄ = 1, i.e. if d2χ/dr̄2 > 0 at r̄ = 1. Evaluating equation (A3) at
r̄ = 1 gives the condition for the circular orbit to be stable as

d2χ

dr̄2
= 5

2
ω̄c + 1 + ω̄2

c = (ω̄c + 2) (ω̄c + 1/2) > 0, (A4)

which indicates that unstable circular orbit equilibria occur if
−2 ≤ ω̄c ≤ −1/2. Since a particle on a circular orbit starts with

dφ/dτ = 1 and r̄ = 1, the normalized canonical angular momen-
tum is

Pφ

mωK0r
2
0

= mr2φ̇ + qBzr
2/2

mωK0r
2
0

= r̄2

(
dφ

dτ
+ ω̄c

2

)
= 1 + ω̄c

2
.

(A5)

Thus, Pφ/
(
mωK0r

2
0

) = 0 occurs when ω̄c = −2 and
Pφ/

(
mωK0r

2
0

) = 3/4 occurs when ω̄c = −1/2; equation
(A5) shows that the range −2 ≤ ω̄c ≤ −1/2 maps to
0 ≤ Pφ ≤ 3mωK0r

2
0 /4.

A particle having Pφ/
(
mωK0r

2
0

) = 3/4 and associated ω̄c =
−1/2 in a field with β = 1 will spiral towards larger radii when
slightly perturbed. Such a particle spirals up to a radius r̄2 substan-
tially larger than unity, then reflects and spirals down to a radius r̄1

that is infinitesimally less than unity where it reflects again. This can
be seen by inserting ω̄c = −1/2 in χ (r̄) in equation (A1) to give
the effective potential at r̄ = 1 to be χ (1) = −27/16 = −1.6875. If
the particle starting at r̄ = 1 has zero initial radial velocity, it will
stay at r̄ = 1 forever and have a circular orbit. However, if it starts at
r̄ = 1 with an infinitesimal positive velocity it will spiral outwards
until it reaches r̄ � 4.6 where again χ = −1.6875. At r̄ � 4.6 the
particle will reflect and move radially inwards until it reaches a point
infinitesimally to the left of r̄ = 1 where it will reflect again. Thus,
a particle with P̄φ = 3/4 in a β = 1 radial electric field moves on
a circular orbit at r̄ = 1 if it has zero initial radial velocity, but if it
has infinitesimal initial radial velocity it will bounce back and forth
radially between a point slightly to the left of r̄ = 1 and r̄ � 4.6.

APPENDI X B: FLUI D EQUI VA LENT MODEL
S H OW I N G C O N S E RVAT I O N O F C A N O N I C A L
A N G U L A R M O M E N T U M

We start from the Vlasov equation for each species and define
species pressures in terms of random velocities relative to U the
centre-of-mass velocity of the entire system. There are three species,
electrons, ions and neutrals with each characterized by a veloc-
ity distribution function fσ (x, v,t). The density of each species is
defined as

nσ (x, t) =
∫

fσ (x, v,t) d3v (B1)

and the mass density of the complete fluid is defined as

ρ(x, t) =
∑

σ
mσ nσ (x, t) (B2)

Because me � mi, mn it is seen that to a very high accuracy

ρ(x, t) � mini + mnnn. (B3)

The mean velocity of each species is defined as

uσ (x, t) = 1

nσ (x, t)

∫
vfσ (x, v,t) d3v (B4)

and because me � mi, mn, the centre-of-mass velocity of the entire
fluid to a very high accuracy is given by

U = miniui + mnnnun

ρ(x, t)
. (B5)

Each species is assumed to have an isotropic pressure defined as

Pσ = 1

3

∫
mσ |v′|2fσ d3v, (B6)

where

v′ = v − U (B7)
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is the random velocity with respect to the centre of mass of the entire
fluid. It is critical to note that Pσ is defined in terms of a random
velocity relative to the centre-of-mass velocity U of the entire fluid,
not relative to uσ the centre-of-mass velocity of species σ .

The pressure of the complete fluid is defined as

P =
∑

σ=e,i,n

Pσ . (B8)

The Vlasov equation for each species is

∂fσ

∂t
+ ∇ · (vfσ )

+ ∂

∂v
· [(qσ E + qσ v × B + mσ g) fσ ] =

∑
α �=σ

Cσα, (B9)

where g is gravitational acceleration and Cσα characterizes the
change in fσ resulting from collisions of particles of species σ

with particles of species α. Collisions do not change the number of
particles so∫

Cσαd3v = 0. (B10)

When particles of species σ collide with particles of species α the
momentum lost by the σ particles is gained by the α particles so∫

mσ vCσαd3v +
∫

mαvCασ d3v = 0. (B11)

If the collisions of σ particles with α particles are represented by a
nominal average collision frequency υσα , then∫

mσ vCσαd3v = −mσ nσ υσα(uσ − uα), (B12)

which shows that the σ particles experience a drag if the σ particles
are going faster than the α particles. Equation (B12) can be consid-
ered to be the rate of change of momentum of species σ as measured
by an observer who is in a frame moving with the centre of mass
of the α particles; this rate of change is the collision frequency υσα

and it is important to realize that its definition requires specification
of the α frame. Equations (B11) and (B12) then show that

mσ nσ υσα (uσ − uα) + mαnαυασ (uα − uσ ) = 0 (B13)

so

mσ nσ υσα = mαnαυασ . (B14)

In an electron–ion plasma where ne = ni, this reduces to the
well-known result that meυei = miυ ie. The zeroth moment of equa-
tion (B9) is obtained by simply integrating over velocity. The term
involving ∂/∂v becomes a surface integral at infinity in velocity
space and vanishes because fσ vanishes for infinite velocity. The
application of equations (B1), (B4) and (B10) gives the continuity
equations for each species, namely

∂nσ

∂t
+ ∇ · (nσ uσ ) = 0. (B15)

Multiplying by mσ and summing over all species gives the MHD
continuity equation

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρU) = 0. (B16)

Next we multiply equation (B9) by mσ v and integrate over ve-
locity to obtain

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

∂
∂t

∫
mσ vfσ (x, v, t) d3v

+ ∇ · (∫ mσ vvfσ (x, v,t)d3v
)

+ ∫
v ∂

∂v
·

⎡
⎢⎣
⎛
⎜⎝

qσ E

+qσ v × B

+mg

⎞
⎟⎠ fσ

⎤
⎥⎦ d3v

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

=
∑
α �=σ

∫
mσ vCσαd3v.

(B17)

The integral in the second term of the left-hand side of
equation (B17) is evaluated as∫

mσ vvfσ (x, v,t)d3v =
∫

mσ

(
v′ + U

) (
v′ + U

)
fσ d3v

=
∫

mσ

(
v′v′ + Uv′

+ v′U + UU

)
fσ d3v

=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

Pσ I

+ U
∫

mσ v′fσ d3v

+ ∫
mσ v′fσ d3vU

+mσ nσ U

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠U . (B18)

We note that because the random velocities were defined with
reference to U∑

σ

∫
mσ v′fσ d3v =

∑
σ

∫
mσ (v − U) fσ d3v

=
∑

σ

(mσ nσ uσ − mσ nσ U)

=
(∑

σ

mσ nσ uσ

)
− ρU

= 0. (B19)

The third term on the left-hand side of equation (B17) can be
integrated by parts in velocity space to give

∫
mσ v

∂

∂v
·

⎡
⎢⎣
⎛
⎜⎝

qσ E+
qσ v × B

+ mσ g

⎞
⎟⎠ fσ

⎤
⎥⎦ d3v

= −
∫ ⎛
⎜⎝

qσ E

+ qσ v × B

+ mσ g

⎞
⎟⎠ fσ d3v

=

⎛
⎜⎝

− nσ qσ E

− nσ qσ uσ × B

− nσ mσ g

⎞
⎟⎠ . (B20)

Summing equation (B17) over all species, defining J =∑
nσ qσ uσ , and assuming quasi-neutrality gives the MHD equa-

tion of motion

∂

∂t
(ρU) + ∇ · (ρUU) = J × B − ∇P + ρg (B21)
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or after subtracting U times equation (B16) from the left-hand side,

ρ

(
∂U
∂t

+ U · ∇U
)

= J × B − ∇P + ρg. (B22)

The collision terms on the right-hand side cancel each other on
equation (B17) over all species because the momentum lost by one
species in a collision is gained by another and the sum is over all
species.

Let us now make the following slight change in the procedure. We
ignore the electron mass in the first term of equation (B17) and in the
gravitational term but retain it in the other terms. This corresponds to
assuming that meneue is negligible compared to miniui, mnnnun and
assuming that mene is negligible compared to min, mnnn. We also
ignore the term containing electron mass in equation (B19) which
is acceptable if Pe is of the order of Pi and Pn since if Pe = Pi, then(
mev

′
e

)2 = (me/mi)
(
miv

′
i

)2
and so mev

′
e � miv

′
i .

Furthermore, instead of summing equation (B17) over all species,
let us now (i) sum equation (B17) over ions and neutrals, and (ii)
separately consider the electron equation resulting from equation
(B17). In this case, summing over ions and neutrals will give the
same left-hand side as equation (B22), but the acceleration term
given by equation (B20) will be retained as will the collision terms
with electrons.

Thus, summing equation (B17) over just ions and neutrals gives

ρ

(
∂U
∂t

+ U · ∇U
)

=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

niqi E + niqiui × B

+ρg − miniυie (ui − ue)

−mnnnυne (un − ue)

−∇ (Pi + Pn)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ (B23)

while the separate electron equation is

0 =

⎛
⎜⎝

neqe E + neqeue × B

−meneυei (ue − ui) − meneυen (ue − un)

−∇Pe

⎞
⎟⎠ . (B24)

Because the ions have nearly the same mass as the neutrals,
ions efficiently exchange momentum with neutrals and with each
other. It is assumed that the collision rate of ions with neutrals
greatly exceeds the ion cyclotron frequency so the ion adiabatic
invariant μ = mv2

⊥/(2B) is not conserved, individual ions are not
flux conservers and ions are not constrained to stay on magnetic
flux surfaces (Pandey & Wardle 2008). Since the gas is weakly

ionized, an ion collides much more frequently with neutrals than
with other ions or with electrons. Any momentum an ion gains from
electromagnetic forces is quickly shared with neutrals but not with
electrons (Pandey & Wardle 2008).

This high rate of exchange of momentum between ions and neu-
trals means that ui � un and so

ue − un � ue − ui. (B25)

However, the current density is given by

J = niqiui + neqeue (B26)

and because of the very low fractional ionization and the assumed
quasi-neutrality all ions are singly ionized, so

J = nie(ui − ue). (B27)

The electron drag term can be expressed as(
meneυei (ue − ui)

+meneυen (ue − un)

)
= mene (υei + υen) (ue − ui)

= −neeη J, (B28)

where

η = me (υei + υen)

nee2
(B29)

is the electrical resistivity. Equations (B23) and (B24) can then be
written as

ρ

(
∂U
∂t

+ U · ∇U
)

=

⎛
⎜⎝

nieE + nieui × B

+ρg − neeη J

−∇ (Pi + Pn)

⎞
⎟⎠ (B30a)

0 =
(

−neeE − neeue × B

+neeη J − ∇Pe

)
, (B30b)

i.e. equations (61) and (62).
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